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Abstract
Mars Pathfinder successfully landed at Ares Vallis on July 4, 1997 and retuned 2.3 Gbits
of information during 3 months of surface operations of a lander, rover, threescience instruments,
engineering sensors and technology experiments. The entry, descent and landing phase of the
mission occurred as predicted with the heatshield falling 2 km downrange (west-southwest) and
the backshell falling about 1 km uprange (both appear as bright pixels in the lander scene), and the
lander bouncing (>15 times) about 1 km to the northwest (due to horizontal winds) from wherethe
solid rockets fired. Unconnected disturbed soil patches indicate that the final few bounces of the
lander were from the east-southeast and were followedby a gentle roll tothe west before coming to
rest at its present location with fully inflated airbags (no holes). Five prominent horizon features
and two small craters were identified in both lander horizon and VikingOrbiter images, enabling
the lander to be located within 100 m of other surface features at 19.13'N, 33.22"W

in the U. S.

Geological Survey reference frame. Compared with its location in inertial space (It100 m) from
two-way ranging and Doppler tracking results, the U. S. Geological Survey reference frame is
displaced 18.15 km to the west and 8.78 km to the north. Three teams worked 24 hours a day
during the nominal mission to operate the lander, rover and instruments. Downlink sessions and
other key operations occurred during Mars daylight (solar powered lander and rover), which
shifted completely around the clock during surface operations due to the 37 min longer Martian
day. The rover circumnavigated the lander clockwise out to a radius of about 12 m during the
mission, exploring about 200 m2 of the surface, returning 9 chemical analyses of rocks and 7
soils, 564 images of the Martian surface, and the results of 10 technology (including 29 soil
mechanics) experiments. The lander imager took 16,635 images of the surface (including 6 major
,

panoramas), the atmosphere, the rover, the windsocks, and the magnetic, calibration; color,
astronomical and miscellaneoustargets.Accelerometers

( 13340 samples),pressure,

and

temperature sensors (a total of 430 samples) measured a profile of the atmosphere during entry and
descent, and a meteorology package (pressure. temperature at three heights, and wind) monitored
the diurnal surfuce weather regularly during the mission and continuously for 5 sols. Images
returned by Pathfinder show a rocky surface with troughs and streamlined hills that appear
consistent with orbital predictions that the surface was formed by deposition of materials from
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catastrophic floods. The surface appears to have changed little since being formed billionsof years
ago, with the exception that eolian activity may have deflated or exhumed the surface by 5-7 cm, as
well as producing wind tails of fine dust, collecting sand into dunes and producing ventifacts
(fluted and grooved rocks). A variety of different soil colors and textures are present at the site,
although their compositions are generally similar to each other and to the Viking soil, suggesting
they are complex mixtures of weathering products influenced by globally distributed materials,
such as the airborne Martian dust. Bright dust is highly compressible, consistent with very fine
grained airborne particles. Cloddy deposits are poorly sorted, composed of dust through pebblesized pirticles that may be fluvial in origin or due to a combination of processes. Airborne dust is
composed of composite silicate particles with a small fraction of a highly magnetic mineral,
interpreted to be maghemite; explanations suggest iron was dissolved from crustal materials'during
an-active hydrologic cycle with the maghemite freeze dried onto silicate dust grains. 'Dark rocks
appear to be high in silica and geochemically similar to anorogenic andesites (or icelandites). A
relationship between red/blue ratio and sulfur and silica suggests that the rocks are coated with
various amounts of dust. Rover and lander imaging show rocks with a variety of morphologies,
fabrics and textures, suggesting a variety of rock types are present at the site. Rounded pebbles
and cobbles on the surface as well as in some rocks suggest these rocks may be conglomerates
(although other explanations are also possible), which require liquid water to form and a warmer
and wetter past. Pathfinder encountered a cold upper atmosphere and a dusty warmer lower
atmosphere (opacity of 0.5 with strong semidiurnal pressure oscillations). Water ice clouds were
imaged in the morning and carbon dioxide fogsmay also have been present; about 6k4 precipitable
microns of water vapor was measured in the atmosphere. Morning near-surface air temperature.
changed abruptly with time and height as the cold morning air was warmed by the ground and rose

in convective eddies. Airborne dust particles are about

1.5 microns in radius and coated the solar

panels with.time on the surface. Small scale vortices. interpreted to be dust devils were observed
repeatedly in the afternoon at the site bythe meteorology instruments and appear to have been
imaged. Two-way ranging and Doppler tracking

of the lander has fixed the spin pole of Mars,

determined the precession rate since Viking 20 years ago. and indicates a polar moment of inertia
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of 0.3662M.0017, which constrains a central metallic core to be between 1300 and 2000 km in

radius.

INTRODUCTION
Mars Pathfinder, the first low-cost, quick Discovery class mission to be completed,
successfully landed on the surface of Mars on July 4, 1997, deployed and navigateda small rover,
and collected data from 3 science instruments and IO technology experiments. Although designed
primarily as an entry, descent and landing demonstration [Golornbek, 19971, the mission operated
on the surface of Mars for 3 months (well beyond the nominal one month lander and one week
rover missions) and returned 2.3 Gbits of new data, including over 16,500 lander and 550 rover
images, 16 chemical analyses of rocks and soil, and 8.5 million individual temperature, pressure
.

andwind measurements. The rover (named Sojourner) traversed 100 m clockwise aroundthe
lander (named the Sagan Memorial Station), exploring about 200 m2of the surface. The mission
captured the imagination of the public, garnered front page headlines during the first week of
mission operations, and became one of NASA's most popular missions. A total of about 566
million Internet "hits" were registered during thefirst month of the mission, with 47 million "hits"
on July 8th alone, making the Pathfinder landing by far the largest Internet event in history at the
time.
Pathfinder was the first mission to deploy a rover on Mars. It carried a chemical analysis
instrument (the alpha proton X-ray spectrometer or APXS [Rieder et al., 1997a]), to characterize
the rocks and soils in a landing area over hundreds of square meters on Mars [The Rover Team,
19971. The combination of spectral imaging of the landing area by the lander camera (the Imager
for Mars Pathfinder or IMP [Smith et of., 1997a]), chemical analyses aboard the rover, and close-

up imaging of textures and fabrics with the lander and rover cameras offered the potential of
identifying rock petrology and mineralogy, thereby providing a calibration point or "ground truth"
for orbital remote sensing observations [Golornbek, 19971. With this payload, a landing site in
Ares Vallis was selected because it appeared acceptably safe and offeredthe prospect of studying a
variety ofrock types expected to be deposited by catastrophic tloods. Such information would
address first-order scientific questions such as differentiation ofthe crust, the development of
4

.

weathering products, and the nature of the early Martian environmentand its subsequent evolution
[Golombek et ul., 1997al. The 3 instruments (IMP, APXS, and the ASI/MET, or Atmospheric

Structure InstrumentlMeteorology package [SeifSet al., 19971) and rover allowed seven areas of
scientific investigation (see Golombek [1997] for a more complete description of the mission,
instruments and science objectives and investigations): the geology and geomorphology of the
surface, mineralogy and geochemistry of rocks and soils, physical properties of surface materials,
magnetic properties of airborne dust, atmospheric science including aerosols, and rotational and
orbital dynamics of Mars [Folkner et al., 1997al.

LAUNCH, CRUISE,ENTRY,DESCENTAND
. .

LANDING

The spacecraftwas launched on a McDonnell Douglass,Delta I1 7925 expendable launch

vehicle on December 4, 1996 at 158 AM EST from Cape Canaveral Air Stationin Florida (Figures
1 and 2). It was the third day of the one month launch period, in which the first attempt was
canceled (without a countdown) due to bad weather and the second attempt was scrubbed a few
minutes before launch due to a problem with non-synchronous computers at the launch site (the
launch window was one minute each day). About one and a half hours after launch Pathfinder
exited the Earth’s shadow, with the sun illuminating the cruise stage solar panels and sun sensors
for the first time. Although the current generated from the gallium arsenide solar panels occurred
on schedule, sun presence as detected by two redundant sun sensors did not occur. These sensors
each provided 2 axes of sun angle data to the on-board attitude control software and were needed to
carry out turns and coarse corrections during cruise, which were critical for getting to Mars.
Within days it was determined that both sun sensors had been optically blocked - one partially and
the other fully - by residue from a pyrotechnic detonation that had occurred on the upper stage
during separation during launch. Spacecraft engineers worked around the clock during a critical
period to modify the software to recognize the reduced-quality information that was available from
the partially obscured sun sensor. which allowed operation of the attitude control system and the
necessary turns and course corrections during cruise.
The rest of the 7 month cruise to Mars was fairly uneventful (Figure 31, with four trajectory
correction maneuvers performed on 1/9/97 starting at 7:40 PM PST. 2/3/97 at 3 PM PST, 5/6/97 at
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5:30 PM PDT, and 6/25/97 at 10 AM PDT. A fifth trajectory correction maneuver was considered
on 7/3/97 (8 PM PDT) and again at 7/4/97 (2 AM PDT), just prior to cruise stage separation
(Figure 4), because modeling of tracking data suggested that landing would occur towards the
southwestern end of the ellipse, near a large streamlined island (Figure 5). After reviewing the
various options for the maneuver and the potential hazards at the landing site, the potential risk of
such a late maneuver was considered greater than the potential risk of landing on the sides of the
island and no action was taken. The lander came to rest within about 23 km of the center of the
ellipse.
The entry, descent and landing phase of the mission (Figure 4) began 1.5 hr prior to entry
when the on-board software took control and vented the coolant that had been circulating around
the vehicle to keep the interior electronics and rover cool during the cruise phase of the mission.
C.ruise stage separation occurred within a fraction of-asecond of the predicted time, 30 min prior to
entry (Figure 4). Accelerometer data indicated that the2" nutation acquired during coolant venting
was reduced to nearzero as a result of energy loss during the spring loadedcruise stage separation
event.
Radiometric tracking data acquired up to cruise stage separation indicated that the vehicle
entered the atmosphere 304 s before landing at an angle of -14.06' from horizontal, within the 1"
tolerance of the nominal - 14.2"entry angle at 'the atmospheric entry point,

-130 km above the

surface. Atmospheric deceleration peaked at -15.9 g and proceeded on target with only minor
variations from the predictions.
Parachute deployment occurred 134 s before landing, only 6 s later than the a priori
predicted time at an altitude of 9.4 km (Figure 4). All subsequent events including heatshield
separation and lander bridle deployment occurred at the predicted times relative to parachute
deployment. The lander took 10 seconds to descend on the descent rate limiter to the point that the
bridle was fully extended and loaded. Radar data was acquired 1.6 km above the surface, 28.7 s
before landing. The terminal descent rate just prior to rocket ignition 98 m above the ground. was

-6 I .Z m/s. about 6 m/s faster than predicted but well within design tolerances. Rocket ignition
occurred 6.1 s before landing. Lander separation from thebridle.

backshell and parachute

occurred 3.8 s before landing, 21.5 m above the ground with a residual initial vertical speed
6

of

about + 1 m/s. Landing occurred at 2 5 8 AM true local solar time (9:56:55 AM PDT) at a vertical
speed of 14 d s . This corresponded to a peak initial impact deceleration of 18.7 g, well within the
design envelope.
Doppler, accelerometer and radar based trajectory reconstructioncalculations indicate that
the lander's horizontal component of the impact velocity was roughly 6 m/s in a north-northwest
direction. This horizontal velocity and the calculated ballistic landing point (Figure 6) near Big
Crater (see later discussion on the location of the lander), suggest a horizontal wind from the
southeast. Subsequent bounces showed little energy loss, indicating no punctures to the airbags,
.with 60 s of high rate data samples recording at least15 bounces. This and the fact that the landing

surface is one of the rockiest areas on Mars [e.g., Golombek et al., 1997a, b] demonstrates the
robustness of the landing system. Accelerometer and pressure datashows that the lander bounced
'about 10 m downhill during the first minute and traveled about 1 km in a. northwest direction
(Figure 6). The vehicle rolled to a stop and ended up on it's base petal about 2 min after landing.
Images from the surface described elsewhere in this paper show what may be the white conical
backshell about I km southeast of the final landing site, which is consistentwith simulations of the
backshell trajectory suggesting that the backshell and parachute (Figure 2) would not travel far
from the point of rocket ignition (estimated to be near or just downrange of the backshell). If the
terminal trajectory did intersect a point to the southeast ofthe final landing site, trajectory
simulations would also indicate that the heatshield (Figure 2) would have come to rest roughly 2
km down range of the point of rocket ignition (toward the west-southwest, parallel tothe principle

axis of entry). Images also indicate the possible existence of a bright object in that approximate
location southwest of the final landing site (see later discussion). This object may very well be the
highly reflective mylar thermal blanketingon the inside surfxe of the heatshield.
After rolling'to a stop, the lander automatically turned off the X-band transmitter to save
battery power. Three minutes

after landing, airbag retraction began and lasted 72 min. The on-

board retraction alsorithm used accelerometer measurements to deduce that the lander had rolled
onto the base petal. At the moment that retraction began, the lander issued

a 45 s radio "blip" or

"semaphore" indicatingthat the lander had come to rest on the base petal and that there was no need
to right the lander. Motors inside the

lander retracted vectran cords to open a number of 2.5 cm
7

diameter holes (14 in base petal; 23 in other petals) within an interior (lander) facing peel away
patch in each airb,ag for deflation. Each patch was a triangle roughly 45 cm on a side with a
vectran mesh scrim (360 micron holes) designed to help keep particulate matter inside the bag.
Testing on Earth suggests that mostof the deflation of the airbags occurred rapidly,within minutes
of patch opening, with the remaining deflation occurring during airbag retraction. After landing on
Mars,no obvious exhaust products were identified with the IMP or rover cameras. In tests
conducted before launch, contamination external to the airbags was barely noticeable,as a result of
the mesh on the peel-away patch holes and the

multiple layers of airbag vectran material (inner

bladder mesh with up to 220 x 80 micron holes and 360 x 360 micron holes in four outer abrasion
resistant layers). Only trace amountsof solid exhaust were found along outer seamsof the airbags
and none was found to have escaped throughthe peel-away patch holes. Tests of airbag inflation
and retraction on Earth indicate mostof

the solid exhaust is composed of sal-ammoniac

(ammonium chloride) crystals (NhC1) ranging in size from a few tenths of a micron to 1 mm, and
much of it coats the interior walls of the bags. As a result, little if any solid material from the
airbags escaped to contaminate the area around the lander. Exhaust gases produced to inflate the
airbags were dominated by carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, which would have
gone into the atmosphere, with no affect on the surface after being expelled from the bags.
fired, the local area where Pathfinder
Combined with the reconstructions of where the solid rockets
landed must be considered essentially contaminant free (and one of the cleanest landing systems
designed, compared with legged landers slowed activelyby retrorockets).
Accelerometer data acquired during retraction indicate that the lander tilted almost
20" in the
direction of the rock called Mini-Matterhorn (Figure 13) and almost rolled over after which the
winches slowed due to increased retraction cord

loading. (Had the lander rolled over during this

process, i t would have safely stopped andbegun

anew assuming the new orientation and

automatically righted itself.) The lander's petals opened at 8 I min after landing and the radio blip
from the low-gain antenna was received at 1 I :34 AM PDT indicating the successful completionof
entry. descent and landing. Science and engineering accelerometers as well as the pressure and
descent temperature sensors acquired data during entry. descent and landing, which allowed the
atmospheric temperature. pressure and density to be reconstructed [Schofiiefdet d . , 19971.
8

LANDERSURFACELOCATION
The actual location of the Mars Pathfinder spacecraft (19. 13"N, 33.22"W in the U. S.
Geological Survey or USGS reference frame) with respect to surface features on Mars was
determined by comparing a mosaic of Viking Orbiter imagesto surface features and their azimuths
identified on the lander's horizon [Golombek et al., 1997bl during the first two days of surface
operations (Figure 6 ) . Five prominent horizon features were identified (Figures 7, 8, and 9) and
given the informal nicknames: North Knob (azimuth: 1"-8"), Southeast Knob (summit azimuth:
135"), Far Knob (azimuth: 176"-180"), Twin Peaks (summit azimuths: south peak
peak

= 259"-262"), and Big Crater (rim crest azimuth: 140"-168").

= 242O, north

Images of Twin Peaks were

returned during the first high-gain antenna downlink and were so unique that the lander was
,

located and the existence of Big Crater to the southeast was predicted prior to images of it being
returned at the end of sol 1. Two small craters arealso visible in both the orbiter and lander views.
One of these, nicknamed Little Crater (central azimuth:1 lo", Figure lo), was quickly identified as
a crater on the second dayof surface operations when the eastern horizon was imaged and the data
transmitted to Earth. The second small crater, nicknamed Rimshot Crater (central azimuth: 155"),
was not recognized for some time after it had been imaged because, rather than showing the
distinctive profile of a crater projecting above the horizon,it lies on the outer northwest rim of Big
Crater (Figure 8). This has also enabled viewing partway into the crater interior.
Because the lander came to rest on the southeast-facing flank of a gentle, broad ridge
trending to the northeast (Figure 6 ) , very distant features canbe seen in the south and east
directions. whereas relatively nearby featuresto the north, visible in the Viking Orbiter mosaic. are
partially or completely obscured by the ground. Only the tip of North Knob projects above the
local horizon, in spite of the fac; that it appears to be a much,larger feature than the Twin Peaks in
the Viking Orbiter images. Similarly, a 300 m diameter crater, only 1.2 km to the northeast of the
landing site. is completely obscured by the higher horizon to the northeast (Figure 6). Placement
of the landing site is probably accurate to within about 100 m. with uncertainties due to correlating
the azimuth directions outlined abovein the -40dpixel Viking Orbiter images. The Viking images
were orthographically projected from off-nadir spacecraft viewpoints. with no knowledge pf the
9

local topography, so radial displacement of elevated features introduces a small error. Similarly,

our ability to correlate small features at the surface with the Viking Orbiter views, such as peaks
and rim crests, is subject to their sharpness on the ground and is limited by the -40m pixel size of
the Viking images.
The location of the Pathfinder lander in inertial space is provided by two-way ranging and
Doppler tracking results, which indicate that the lander is at 19.28'N, 33.52"W

[Folkner et al.,

1997bl. The determination of the location of the lander with respect to surface features to within

100 m and in inertial space to <lo0 m makes the Pathfinder lander the best located point on the
surface of Mars. Ideally the location in inertial space and with respect to surface features in a
cartographic network should be the same. However, the position of the lander with respect to
surface features in the USGS cartographic network [e.g., Howington-Kraus et ~ 1 19951
. ~ differs

. .

by about 18.15 km to the west

and 8.78 km to the north (Figure 5) from its inertial location,

suggesting large errors in the network. A cartographic network for the local area [Duxbury, 19951
prepared from Viking stereo images, their pointing data, and revised orbiter positions places the
lander at 19.33'N, 33.55'W and

suggests a similar offset (19.82 km to the east and 11.54 km to

the south with respect to the USGS network). The offset between the position of the lander with
respect to cartographic featuresin the local network of Duxbury [ 19951 and the inertial positionof
Folkner et al. [ 1997bl is 3.17 km. If the lander cartographic and inertial locations are the same,
the
local network has shifted too far to the south by 2.76 km and too far to the east by 1.67 km with
respect to the USGS network (Figure 5). A more rigorous analysis of the exact location of the
lander places it within one pixel in the Viking orbiter images (about40 m) [Oberst et al., this issue]
and a new control network using this position removes the severe offsets between the cartographic
and inertial locations of features on Mars [Zeitler and Obefst, this issue].

HEATSHIELDANDBACKSHELLLOCATIONS
Within view of the IMP camera are two anomalously bright spots. most notable in blue and
preen-filtered images. that appear to be more than a kilometer from the lander. The first of these
(Figure I I ) was discovered during operations in a blue-filter Super Resolution frame (25
individual blue frames co-added) of the northern (left) side of the rim of Big Crater. It is expressed
10

as a spot subtending two or three pixels in an individual frame that ismuch brighter than anything

in the scene, including the sky. It lies at an azimuth of 137" and an elevation of about 2" below
horizontal. This bright spot could be outside of the spacecraft's conical backshell, which, because
of its white color, would be bright in all wavelengths, but would stand out against the otherwise
dark background in the blue. This bright spot was quickly identified in the previously-acquired
Monster, Gallery, and Insurance Panoramas (see later discussion ofthe

various panoramas

returned by the IMP). It was subsequently also recognized in the Super Panorama as well. Based
on stereo parallax measurements (just under onepixel), it is estimated to be over a kilometer from
the lander. Its brightness in all of these panoramas indicates it is lying on its side with the apex of
the cone pointed towards the lander, which is the
side it would be expected to come to rest on from
dynamical considerations during landing. The parachute, which is a light bluish/gray white color,
cannot be separately identified; it could be draped-over the backshell or it could be lying on the
ground.
The second bright spot (Figure 12) was identified near the horizon to the southwest of the
lander in the Super Panorama (there is no super resolution image of this object). This feature is
just below the horizon at an azimuth of 208" and an elevation of0". The spot is noticeably brighter
than anything else in the far field in the blue filter images, with the exception of the sky, and glints
off rocks in the Rock Garden (in the near and mid fields). This anomaly never subtends more than
one pixel, so it is possible that it is much brighter but has been "subdued" by averaging with
surrounding terrain. This anomaly is also recognizable in the Monster and Gallery Panoramas,
despite their 6: 1 compression ratios. The object does not show in the Insurance Panorama,
however, which was acquired late in the local afternoon, and so it may have been in shadow. The
favored explanation,for this bright spot is that it is the inside reflective surface of the heatshield. as
the outside ablation surface is black. It would be lying on its side with the apex of the cone pointed
away from the lander. The distance to this bright spot is difficult to measure. because of the subpixel parallax displacement. but it is likely well over a kilometer away (that part of the horizon is
farther than the Twin Peaks. which are about 1 km away).
Analysis of the telemetry from the landing

as well as dynamical considerations of the

landing scenario discussed earlier suggests that the heatshield should have gone downrange
11

(towards the west-southwest) from the lander, but that the backshell

should have come to rest

uprange (east-northeast) of the lander. If the large bright spot is the backshell of the spacecraft and
the small bright spot is the heatshield, a line between the two would roughly describe the descent
trajectory from east-northeast to west-southwest, plus or minus deflection of the backshell to one
side or the other after the solid rockets fired (Figures 4 and 6). The lander would be expected to
come to rest north of the line between the two if winds blowing towards the northwest and wind
shear induced oscillations ofthe

parachute, backshell, lander stack, implied by the landing

reconstruction (see earlier discussion), imparted a net velocity to the lander towards the northwest
when the solid rockets fired, which also happened to be downhill. Figure 6 shows that the
locations of the lander, the heatshield, and backshell are as expected and in agreement with this
landing reconstruction.

AIRBAGRETRACTION AND SURFACEBOUNCEMARKS
Soil surfacesin the vicinity of the Mars Pathfinder lander that were clearly disturbed during
the retraction of the airbags tend toappear darker than the surrounding undisturbed soils (Figures
13 and 14). Airbag-retraction marks are evident as shallow trenches radial to the lander with
pebbles and small rocks entrained in the soil nearest the lander. Similarly, rover tracks also appear
darker than the surrounding surface. This darkening appears to indicate that the substrate beneatha
very thin, relatively bright surface layer (likely atmospheric dust) is dark, or that roughening of the
soil surface reduces its reflectivity.
Patches of "darkened" soil, most too far from the lander to be attributable to airbag
retraction, can be seen up to 15 m away from the lander to the east and an arc of disturbed soil and
,

rockscan be seen southwest ofthe

lander [Golomhek et al., 1997bl. Those tothe southwest

(Figure 14) lie roughly along an arc centered on the rover petal, between 210" and 270" azimuth
(azimuths can be determined in Figure 15a). The arc appears superposed on some rocks in the
Rock Garden nearest to the lander. This arc appears to indicate that the airbag-enclosed lander
bounced from the east. then rolled gently up and back down the slight rise into the Rock

Garden.

Thedark patches extending away from the lander to the east (Figure 13.) are probablythe
spacecraft's last few bounce marks produced as the lander bounced to its present location from the
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east or east-southeast (90' to 130" azimuth) after separating from the backshell and parachute.
These marks differ from theroll marks and airbag retraction marksin that they are separate patches
rather than continuous swaths. Those closest to the lander(70" azimuth, 35" below horizontal) also
show sharp, linear troughs that fade toward the edge of the disturbed patch. These appear to be
impressions of creases in the airbags that were imprinted into the soil as the lander bounced,
compressing the airbag lobe in contact with the ground.

SURFACEOPERATIONS

Team'Structure
Mars Pathfinder employed Subsystem, Flight Engineering and Experiment Operations
teams for spacecraft operations. The Subsystem teams (power and pyrotechnic, propulsion,
thermal control, flight software, attitude control, telecommunications, and navigation) were
responsible for assessing the performance of and planning the future use of specific systems and
subsystems on the spacecraft as well as on the ground. The Flight Engineering team assessed
overall mission status, coordinated the development of plans, sequences and procedures and
validated planned activities in the flight system testbed and carried out real-time operations.
The Experiment Operations Team was responsible for planning and conducting science
activities and rover investigations. This team included the A S M E T , IMP, and APXS instrument
teams that were primarily responsible for planning the specific activitiesfor each of their respective
instruments. The Rover Operations Team was responsible for planning and assessing the day to
day rover operations activities as well as incorporating APXS and imaging science requests into the
rover plan (a Rover Scientist and Assistant Rover Scientist provided scientific guidance for rover
activities). In addition to these teams, an additional part ofthe Experiments Operations Team was
7 Science Operations .Groups (SOG) that were formed to address the operations needs of the

interdisciplinary scientific investigations enabled by the combination of data from the rover,
instruments and engineering subsystems. All scientists associated with the mission (Principal
Investigators. Co-Investigators, Facility Instrument Science TeamMembers,

Participating

Scientists. and their associates) were part of a SOG. Table I shows scientists selected to be on the
three instrument teams and the technology experimenters on the rover team; Table 2 shows the
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different Science Operations Groups that were formed, their functions and their membership
(scientists are identified by their role in the project and their home institution). These SOGs were
responsible for requesting measurements by the instruments, rover and engineering subsystems for
carrying out their scientific investigations and for analyzing the data and reporting on their
findings.

OperationsScheduling
The Mars Pathfinder lander and rover are solar powered, so that most important surface
operations such as rover traverses and downlink to the Earth were carried out during Martian
daylight. Given that the Mars sol is 37 minutes longer than the Earth day, operations activities
shifted relative to normal Pacific Daylight Time working hours at JPL, where all mission
.

operations were conducted. All operations planning andapproval activities .occurred during the
Martian late afternoon, night, and early morning. Real-time operations activities occurred during
the local Mars morning and daytime. During the nominal mission, three shifts worked around the
clock; each team worked duringa particular period of the Martian day, which shifted forward about
24 hours during this time.
At. the end of each sol, in preparation for the next sol, all of the subsystem specialists
assessed the health and resources of the

spacecraft and summarized data volume downlinked,

problems or anomalies, necessary updates to power, thermal, and telecommunication models for
mission planning software, and engineering activities needed for the next sol. One hour after the
end of the last downlink of the day, scientists, through the SOGs and instrument teams, assessed
what was learned and determined if changes were needed to the science planfor the next sol. Two
hours after the end of the last

downlink, the Experiment Operations Planning Group (EOPG)

planned instrument arid rover activities within the guidelines, constraints and resource allocations

for the next sol. Three hours after the end of the last downlink of the day, the long term plan that
contained the allotted Deep Space Network coverage and downlink opportunities was modified and

an engineering plan that contained all of the transmit sessions. battery charging commands. and
other engineering and science activities was created that fit within the predicted thermal. power,
and downlink constraints for the sol. Individual rover and science sequences were then developed
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that fit within the engineering and science plans. All sequences were reviewed and tested on an
exact replica of the flight computer in a testbed at JPL to validate that they would operate correctly
on the spacecraft. Once the sequences were validated (sometimes this required an iteration with
mission planners and sequence developers) and approved, they were uplinked to the spacecraft in
the morning of the sol that they were executed, roughly 12 hours after the EOPG meeting (and the
start of the next days surface operations activities).

SurfaceOperationsActivities
After receiving data indicatinga healthy spacecraft at 2:22 PM PDT on July 4th on the lowgain antenna, commands were sent to unlatch the IMP and high-gain antenna and the imager was
instructed to find the sun. Using this information, the high-gain antenna was pointed towards the
Earth and images were returned at 4:30 PM PDT. Returned images included a panorama to
determine how well the airbags had been retracted, stereo imagesof both ends of the rover petal to
determine if it was safe to deploy the rover ramps, and a partial color panorama of the Martian
surface and skybeyond.the rover (Figure 7). These images indicated that the airbags would inhibit
ramp deployment. As a result, the rover petal was lifted (closed) about 45O, the airbags were
further retracted (5 turns on the winch) and then the petal was lowered. Images returned at 9: 15
PM indicated that the airbags had been retracted enough to allow ramp deployment, which occurred
at 9:30 PM, and the rover was commanded to stand up. The meteorology mast was deployed at
about 8:30 PM. A full panorama of the surface around the lander was returned during the last
downlink of the first sol (sol 1 is July 4, sol 2 is July 5 , and so on). The rover was driven down
the rear ramp (the front ramp did not contact the ground) on sol 2 and acquired the first APXS
measurement of soil that night. After the acquisition ofan Insurance Panorama, the IiblP was
.deployed on its 0.8 m high mast (not quite 2 m above the ground) at the end of sol 2. Following
some communications difficulties between the rover and lander on

sols 1 and 2. the rover placed

the APXS against Barnacle Bill on sol 3 (see rock names in Figure 15b).
Operations during the first week focused on returning a f u l l stereo panorama (the Monster
Panorama) to support rover operations and end-of-day images of the rover to allow traverse
planning for the next

sol (see later discussion ofIMP operations). A full three-color Gallery

Panorama was acquired on sol 10 and the Super Panorama (nearly lossless three-colorstereo and 9
other color filters) was begun on sol 13. This panorama and Super Resolution images represent
the complete set of images for characterizing the landing site. The rover traversed in a clockwise
direction around the lander to make APXS measurements of rocks in the Rock Garden, which
could not be accessed from the other direction.
The lander battery degraded as expected during the first thirty days, so night time
operations could only be conducted every 1-2 weeks after that time. Deep Space Network 70 m
antenna coverage also decreased after the first 30 Sols, which curtailed data return. The weeks
followingSeptember27,

1997 consisted of manyfailed

and two successfulattemptsto

communicate with the lander. The first successful transmission from the spacecraft during this
period was on theauxiliary transmitter and the second was believed to be on the low gain antenna.

in the progressive cooling
The inoperable battery and the inability to operate the spacecraft resulted
at night (with warming during the day) of the telecommunications hardware until, most likely,
something in the telecommunicationshardwarebroke

due to thermalstress.Thelast

communication with the spacecraft was on October 7, 1997. Attempts were made to communicate
with the spacecraft on a weekly to monthly basis until March 1998, but communications were not

reestablished.

Data Returned from Pathfinder
A summaryof the volume of data downlinked from the Pathfinder spacecraft is shown in
Table 3, categorized by Application Packet Identification (APID). Each APID number identifies a
specific type of data. During the mission, each of these APIDs were prioritized such that the data
that was most important at a particular time would have the highest priority tobe downlinked to the
ground. There are several imaging data APIDs to provide some imagins data a higher priority for
downlink than other imaging data (i.e., rover navigation images had higher priority than Super
Panorama data). By prioritizing these different APID queues. critical data were downlinked first
tlndor during the highest performance part of the telecommunications link. All mission operation
plansand activities, uplink command sequences, and science (including some derived data
products [Caddis et

d..

this issue; Kirk et

d . ,
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this issue]) and engineering telemetry data

associated with Pathfinder have been documented (including calibrations [Reid et ctf.. this issue])
and archived into the Planetary Data System[Green et nf., this issue].

IMP Operations and Data Returned
During the mission, the IMP returned 16,661 images. The largest number of images were
taken of the sky and surface, followed by windsocks, the rover, astronomical targets, APXS sites,
and magnetic targets, as shown in Table 4. Because the IMP could generate data at a much higher
rate than could be downlinked, variouscompressiontechniques,including

lossy JPEG

compression, pixel averaging and image subframing, were used, depending on the nature of the
image data. The compression rates fell steadily after the first week of operations, and in most
cases were lossless (1.3:1 ) or nearly lossless (2:1) by the end of the mission.
The First Look (Figure 7) and Pre-Deploy Panoramas were obtained on sol 1 to provide a
color view of the surface and sky, assess the condition of the rover and any obstacles that might
inhibit ramp deployment (in stereo), and assess the condition of the airbags (Table 5). They were
fairly heavily compressed to allow their return on sol 1. A series of lossless Insurance Panoramas
were obtained on the afternoon of sol 2 to guard against imager malfunctionfollowing deployment
of its mast. All of these panoramas were taken before the mast was deployed at the.end of sol 2.
Although originally these panoramas were not expected to be returned, the data rates were high
enough (downlink rates during the nominal mission were

up to about 9 kbits/s into the 70 m

antennas) to allow allof them to be returned during the first monthof surface operations and before
memory was lost when the computer was turned off at night. The stereo Monster Panorama was
acquired on sol 3 to provide the information needed to plan rover traverses earlyin the mission and
returned within the next couple of sols. A full color Gallery Panorama was acquired and returned
during the beginning of the second week of surface operations to provide a seamless full panorama
in color. This was a 5-tier, 6: 1 JPEG compressed panorama (the previous pans were 4 tiers) in 3

filters (440 nm, 530 nm, and 670 nm), acquired over 3 days in a time continuous fashion (195
images total). The Super Panorama was acquired throughout the rest of the mission, with each
segment optimized for lighting geometry. This panorama, of which 83% was completed before
loss of the spacecraft. was lossless in the red and blue stereo filters and almost lossless (2: I ) in all
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other filters. Many super resolution sequences were taken, in which multiple images of the same
area were taken (ty.pically in the blue filter) with slightly different pointing to allow resolutions
below a pixel [Stoker et al., this issue].
As a key part of rover operations, the IMP camera provided daily updates (end of day) on

the location and status of the rover. These images are stereo images, typically JPEG compressed at
6: 1, and acquired in the 670 nm filter. The rover team used these imagesto determine the position
of the rover after traverses, turns, and wheel movements. The IMP was also used with the rover
for soil mechanics experiments, rover track imaging, and rover dust accumulation monitoring (on
the wheels and on the solar panel). The IMP also acquired time lapse images of the rover as it
drove across the Martiansurface (i.e., a "rover movie"), whichprovidedadditional documentation
of rover activities. The rover movies were JPEG compressed at 24: 1, the frames were typically
spaced 15 seconds apart in time and were approximately 15-25 framesin length.

Roverand APXS Operations and Data Sets
The rover traversed a total of 104 m around the lander in a clockwise direction staying
within 12 m of the lander (Figure 15a and b). It traveled using 2 12 directed or commanded

movements (move a prescribed distance, turn to a particular heading), 20 higher level waypoint
commands (move to a particular x, y location), and 2 high level commands to find rocks (move to
a particular x, y location and use laser light stripers to place vehicle in front of rock). It returned a
total of 564 black and white, stereo and color images. It performed about 10 technology
experiments (see Table 1 ) that included special sensors to measure adherence of dust to the solar
panel (148 material adherence experiment measurements) and the abrasiveness of soils ( 1 1 wheel
abrasion experiment measurements) [see The Rover Team, 1997 for a description of theseexperiments]. "In hon0.r of an outstanding contribution'to planetary geology, as the first mobile
,aeological rover on Mars", Sojourner was made an honorary Fellow of the Planetary Geology
Division of the Geological Society of America at the annual meeting in October 1997.
Rover operations planning was done on three time scales: long, intermediate, and short
term. Long term planning looked I to 3 months ahead every 3 weeks or so to derive a list of rover
activities to be undertaken in sequential order. Intermediate planning was done once a week, to
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plan the next week's rover activities. Here the level of detail included the planned rover traverse,
the data volume for each image and each sol (to be sure it meshed with the overall engineering
schedule and downlink forecast), what each image would contain, and experiments planned for
each particular day. Short-term planning, suchas commanding of particular APXS measurements,

in near-real time to the
imaging, soil mechanics experiments and specific driving commands reacted
previous day's events and the latest science discoveries. Difficulties deploying the APXS to a
particular location, driving over rough terrain, or communicating between Earth and Mars often
resulted in a slip in schedule.
In the operations planning, a balance was maintained between APXS measurements, soil
mechanics experiments, imaging, and technology experiments.A high priority was given to taking

APXS measurements of a diversity of rock types (preferably the least oxidizedones) and soil types
and documenting them with front rover camera images and an image from the rear rover camera
showing the APXS deployed to the sample. Soil mechanics experiments performed with the rover
wheels and closeup imaging before andafter were used to characterize the different soil types and
any variations in soil properties with depth. The APXS measurements were usually done in
afternoon and at night, allowing time in the morning or during traversesforotherrover
experiments.
Rover position data from telemetry is plotted as a traverse path in Figure 15b. A summary

of rover activities, with the rover's position at the beginning of each sol is given in Table 6 . The
rover nearly circumnavigated the lander (clockwise). The early phase of the mission took place to
the north of the lander, where several soil mechanics experiments were done in the areas clear of
rocks. Early APXS analyses were taken of rocks (Barnacle Bill and Yogi) and a variety of soils

near the end of the ramp and to the east (cloddy deposits between the ramp and Yogi, Scooby Doo,
wheel-disturbed soil next to Scooby Doo, and soil next to Lamb). Soil mechanics experiments
were done in a variety of cloddy materials (S-I, 2, 3, 4. 6 . 8). A soil mechanics test (S-5) of
Scooby Doo failed to scratch it. and an area of highly compressible fine-grained dust was
discovered in a wheel-spinning test next to'Casper

(S-9). A "null zone" for modem

communication between lander and rover behind Yogi preventedany driving in that area.
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The high sulfur content of the rock analyses indicated that the APXS may have sampled
only weathered rock or rock covered by a sulfur-rich dust or soil, so a decision was made to drive
towards the Rock Garden for more rock APXS analyses. This is an area to the southwest of the
lander containing several large rocks (Figures 7 and 15a), some of which have low red/blue ratios
and what appeared to be steep faces. A trafficability analysis by the rover engineers indicated that
the rover would have

to take the long route clockwise around the lander to get to the "Rock

Garden," to access this area. On the way, soil mechanics experiments were done in some layered
deposits of mixed cloddy and drift materials in areas clear of rocks southeast of the lander (S-10,
1 1). Soil mechanics (S-12) and APXS tests were run on Mermaid Dune. Two additional soil
,

mechanics tests were performed just outside the "Rock Garden" (S-13, 14). The "Rock Garden"
terrain was difficult for rover driving and the loss of the rover. battery on sol .%slowed down
operations, but during the last 46 Sols, 7 additional rock APXS analyses were-obtained. The
APXS was deployed to steep faces on Shark and Chimp; Shark had the lowest redhlue ratio of all
the chemical measurements and the highest silicon content. Soil mechanics tests were not done
inside the rock garden because of the lack of clear areas of soil and the priority given to APXS
measurements. A total of 25 soil mechanics experiments were performed.
Over the 83 sol mission, APXS measurements were obtainedfor eight rocks (two locations
onHalf

Dome), six soil-likematerials,

and one indurated soil or rock (ScoobyDoo),as

summarized in Table 7. Measurements of the atmosphere were obtained on sol I for background
cosmic-ray calibration, and briefly on sol 10, 24, and 25 for electronics noise tests. When the
APXS failed to deploy to the desired rock targets on sol 22,66,67,76,77, and 78, measurements
of the atmosphere were also made, and these serve as additional background calibrations. When
measuring rock and soil samples, the desire was to obtain at least 10 integrated hours for the alpha
and proton modes.

although only 3 hours of nighttime measurement was needed for

an X-ray

analysis (daytime spectra were noisy). Shorter measurement times provide useful, albeit noisier
results. Actual spectral

accumulation times for the rock and soil

analyses ranged from 5 to 16

hours. After the rover battery died on sol 56, the APXS datu was noisier (especially for sodium).
Good contact was made with the APXS deployment mechanism for a l l samples except A-2 and A9.
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ASIMET Operations and Data Sets
The ASI/MET experiment, which consisted of accelerometer and MET instruments,
collected data throughout the entry, descent and landing and landed phasesof the Mars Pathfinder
mission. During entry, descent and landing the primary goalof the accelerometer instrument was
to measure deceleration during entry, before parachute release. Vertical profiles of atmospheric
density, pressure and temperature from 150-10 km were derived from these measurements. The
primary goal of the MET instrument was to measure vertical profilesof atmospheric pressure and
temperature directly, after heat shield separation at about 7.5 km, as the lander descended by
parachute [ S e i f e r al., this issue].
Both the accelerometer andMET instruments were poweredon 90 minutes before entry to
allow them to stabilize and to acquire calibration data. At the beginning of the freefall telemetry
phase, 15 min before entry, science data collection began. The science accelerometer sampled
acceleration in three orthogonal axes at a rate of 1 Hz during freefall and 32 Hz during the entry,
descent, terminal, and landing telemetry phases, obtaining a total of 13,340 samples. Automatic
and programmed gain changing ensured that all the measurements were on scale in spite of
measured accelerations that ranged over 7 orders of magnitude. The MET instrument sampled
temperatures and pressures once every 8 s during freefall and entry. This sampling rate increased
to 2 Hz during the descent and terminal telemetry phases, before falling to 1 Hz during landing. A
total of 430 MET samples of pressure and temperature were taken during entry, descent and
landing [Schofield et al., 19971.
After landing, the entireASI/MET scientific data set was collected by the MET instrument
[Schofield et 01.. 19971. The accelerometer instrument was used infrequently to help establish the
attitude of the spacecraft. MET surface measurements were driven by two scientific goals: ( I ) to
obtain a surface meteorological record of pressure, temperature andwind velocity: and (2) to make
temperature, and wind observations suited to surface boundary layer studies. The meteorological
record required measurements at all time scales with a good coverage of local time, whereas the
boundary layer measurements required periods of continuous rapid sampling. As data rate qnd
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power limitations prevented continuous rapid sampling for an extended period, MET surface
observation strategy wasa compromise between these two requirements.
The MET surface observation unit was a measurement session, defined principally by its
duration and the parameter sampling rate. For each of the first 30 sols, 5 1 three min sessions with
4 s sampling rates equally spaced over the Martian day, provided the meteorological data record
[Schofieldet al., 19971. Longer 15 min and 1 hr sessions with 1 s sampling rates were
interspersed between these measurements to provide boundary layer data.

After sol 30,

measurements were no longer made regularly at night to conserve power, and towards the end of
the mission temporal coverage had shrunk to just the morning hours. However data volumes were
not impacted by power concerns, and it became possible
to sample data almost continuously during
the daylight hours at either 4, 2, or 1 s rates. Finally, continuous 24 hr sampling at 4 s intervals

wasbegunon

sols 25, 32, 38, 55 and 68 and completed. More than 650,000 samples of 12

pressure, temperature and wind sensor measurements in 1392 sessions were obtained during the
83 sol landed mission.

OVERVIEW OF SCIENCERESULTS
Geology and Geomorphology
Many characteristics of the landing site are consistent with its being a plain composed of
materials deposited by the Ares and Tiu catastrophic floods [Golombek et al., 1997b; Smith et
al., 1997b], although alternative interpretations and combined processes involving floods. mass

flows and other processes have been suggested [Chapman and Kargel, this volume: Tlznaka,
1997.thisvolume].Therocky

,

,

surface (16% of thearea is covered by rocks [Golombek et ul..

this issue]) is compsed of subangular to subrounded pebbles. cobbles and boulders that
generally resemble depositional surfaces produced in terrestrial catastrophic floods, such as the
Ephrata Fan in the Channeled Scabland of Washington State [Golornhek et ul., 1997al. The
Twin Peaks appear to be streamlined islands i n lander images (Figure 7). consistent with
interpretations of Viking Orbiter imagesof the region, which suggest the lander is on the flank of
a broad, gentle ridge trending northeast from Twin Peaks (Figure 6). This ridge is the rise to the
north of the lander; it is aligned in the downstream direction from the Tiu Vallis floods.
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suggesting it is a debris tail deposited in the wake of Twin Peaks. Rocks in the Rock Garden
(Shark, Half Dome, and Moe) maybe imbricated or inclined blocks generally tilted in the
direction of flow (Figures 7 and 14). Troughs visible throughout the scene maybe primary
features produced by the flood or they may result from the late-stage drainage of water after
deposition, which preferentially carried away the fines, leaving a blocky armored surface behind
(analogous to channels and surfaces present on the Ephrata Fan). Large rocks (>0.5 m) appear
tabular, subrounded, and many are perched, consistent with deposition by aflood.

They

generally appear redder than smaller ( ~ 0 . m)
3 more equant angular darker rocks and blocks that
may be ejecta from Big Crater, about 2 km to the south. The difference in color may be due to
the difference in time that the rocks have been on

the surface collecting dust or undergoing

surface weathering.
-

The general characteristics of the site are consistent with predictions that the site would be

safe for landing and roving and less dusty than
the Viking sites based on remote sensing data at
scales of kilometers to tens of kilometers [Golombek et al., 1997a, b, this issue]. The prediction
that the site would be a rocky plain, composed of materials deposited by a catastrophic flood is
consistent with that found at the surface and implies that some geologic processes observed in
orbiter data can be used to infer surface characteristics where those processes dominate over
other processes affecting the Martian surface. Lander and close up rover images described later
show a variety of rock morphologies, surface textures and fabrics, suggesting that a variety of
rock types are present (see later discussion), consistent with it being a "grab bag" of materials
deposited by the flood.
There is abundant evidence for eolian activity at the site[Smith et d . , 1997b; Gree1e.v el d . ,
this volume], although the overall effect

onthe surface seems to have been small, given that it still

appears similar to when it formed in the Late HesperianEarly Amazonian [Parker and Rice, 1997:
Nelson m t f Greeley, this issue]. This argues that the erosional andor depositional processes in the

past 1.5-3.5 Ga at the site have been minimal [Wurd et d . . this issue]. Wind tails, found behind
some rocks (e.g.. Barnacle Bill), cobbles and pebbles, and ripples and duneforms have all been
imaged at the landing site. The material appears to be composed of very fine grained bright drift
material [Rover Tecrm, 1997; Moore et ( I / . , this volume], similar i n color (light yellowish brown
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[Muki et af., this issue]) to the dust in the atmosphere [Smith et al., 1997b; Thornus et al., this

issue]. Soil covering the lower 5-7 cm of several rocks such as Flat Top and Stimpy suggest that
they have been exhumed

[Smith et al., 1997b; Greeley et af., this issue]. This suggests that the

landing area has been scoured b y ,the winds and thus is a zone of net erosion and removal of
surface fines. Some rocks appear similar to ventifacts on the Earth, which are characteristically
fluted and grooved by saltating sand-size particles in thewind

[Bridges et al., this issue].

Although some possible ventifacts have beensuggested at the Viking lander sites, they are not as
well developed (or even as positively identified) or as pervasive as at the Pathfindersite [Bridges
et af., this issue]. Ventifacts suggest abrasion by solid (crystalline) sand-size particles as opposed

to poorly bound aggregates [Greefey etal., this issue]. Some dunefoms in view of the lander and
barchanoid dunes in the trough behind the Rock Garden (imaged by the rover) are likely composed
of sand or sand-sized aggregates of fines that formed by saltation. The landing area has no
obvious dunes visiblein Viking orbiter images,so that their presence may suggest an abundance of
sand-size particles on Mars, which appears consistent with recent Mars Orbiter Camera highresolution images returned by Mars Global Surveyor [Malin et al., 19981. Sand on Earth typically
forms via fluvial processes that mechanically break down rocks into smaller fragments. In
addition, their bright color in images suggests they might be composed of common light minerals
such as quartz or feldspar, which may be another indicator of differentiated crustal materials on
Mars (see later discussion). Alternatively, the dunes could be inactive and covered by a layer of
bright dust or composed of sand-size clumps of clay-rich aggregates or other light-colored
minerals. In general, wind directions from the orientations of wind tails and dunes on the surface
agree with wind streaks in orbiter images and the orientation of the strongest winds (from the
northeast) from global circulation models [Greek? et al., this issue], but not with the orientations
.

.

of ventifacts [Bridges et af., this issue]. No changes at the site attributable to surfJce-atmosphere
interactions were observed during the 83 sol life of the mission. suggesting that eolian activity
occurs at other seasons when wind velocities are higher.

MineralogyandGeochemistry
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A variety of soil and dust deposits at the surface have been identified from spectral (0.4-I
micron bands) mapping of the surface [Bell et al., this issue; Johnson et al.. this issue]. The most
abundant soil spectral units are (Figure 16) Bright soil (very red, poorly crystalline eolian drift
deposits), Darksoil

(grayer, perhaps coarser-graineddeposits), and Disturbed soil (darker

deposits, uncovered by the action of rover wheels and airbag bounce/retraction). Rarer, localized
soil spectral units include Brown soil (a possibly more crystalline unit occurring primarily near the
rock Lamb), Pink soil (such as ScoobyDoo and Bakers Bench, which was resistant to rover wheel
scratching and may be an

indurated soil or hardpan because its composition is similar to soils

elsewhere at the site), and the Magnetic Dust that adhered to the magnetic properties experiment
(described below). In general, the imaging results appear consistent with poorly crystalline or
nanophase ferric-bearingmaterials, which is consistent with telescopic results. Elemental
compositions of soil units measured by the APXS are generally similar to those measured at the
Viking sites, with the possible exception of sulfur and titanium[Rieder et al., 1997bl. Because the
in soil compositions
Pathfinder and Viking landers are distributed around the planet, the similarities

suggest that the compositions are influencedby globally distributed materials on Mars, such as the
airborne dust. The similarity in compositions among the soils implies that the differencesin color
may be due to either slight differences in iron mineralogy or differences in particle size and shape
and that the soils are likely complex mixturesof a variety of weathering products [Bell at ul., this
issue].
The magnetic propertiesexperiment

shows that airborne magnetic dust hasbeen

progressively deposited with time on most of the magnetic targets on the lander[Hviid et al., 1997;
Mlztisen e f al., this issue]. The dust is light yellowish brown [Muki et ul., this issue] (the same

color as the Bright soil [Sinith zt d

. ,

1997b; Johnson et ul.. this issue] and that in the atmosphere

[T/~onzus
et al.. this issue]) and has a magnetization and chemistry consistent withcomposite claysized silicate particles with a small amount (6% of the bulk. and roughly one third of the total iron
oxide) of a very magnetic mineral, believed to be maghemite as stain or cement. The favored
interpretation of these results is that iron was dissolved outof crustal materials in water, suggesting

an active hydrologic cycle at some time on Mars. andthatthe
precipitate [Hviid et ul., 1997; h f d s e n et ul., this issue].
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maghemite is a freeze-dried

In general, rocks are dark graywith discontinuous coatings of bright dust and/or weathered
surfaces [Rieder et al., 1997b; McSween et al., this issue]. The rocks fall into four main spectral
types: Gray, Red, Pink and Maroon. The first three form a spectral trend that includes the soil and
dust deposits at the site. The maroon rocks occur as subrounded boulders in the far field, and
appear coated with darker red or brown dust or soil, with which they form a second spectral trend
[McSweenet al., this issue]. It isnot

know what typeofrocks

(igneous, sedimentary or

metamorphic) are present at the landing site, because close up images of surface textures and
fabrics, lander camera spectra, and rock chemistry have not allowed the unique identification of
rock mineralogy or petrology. The rock chemistry measured by the APXS is similar to basalts,
basaltic andesites, and andesites on the Earth. Generally linear relationships between the red/blue
ratio of the rocks, their silica or sulfur content, and the,average soil composition, suggests that
dark high silica rocks are coated with sulfur rich bright reddish dust. This relationship allows a
dust (and sulfur) free rock composition to becalculated, which is andesitic in composition (similar
to the dark rock Shark) and distinct from the mafic and relatively silica-poor Martian meteorites.
The chemistry and normative mineralogy of the sulfur free rock are similar to those of common
terrestrial anorogenic andesites, such as icelandites, which formed by fractional crystallization of
mantle derived parent materials[McSween et al., this issue].
Roverclose-up

and lander superresolution

images show rocks with a variety of

morphologies, textures and fabrics such aspitted, smooth, bumpy, layered and lineated [McSween
et al., this issue], suggestive of a variety of rock types. Many of the rocks are pitted (e.g., Flat

Top, Barnacle Bill, Souffle and the Dice) and resemble vesiculated volcanic rocks, which further
argues for a volcanic origin, although alternative processes such as chemical etching and eolian
abrasion could also be responsible. Other rocks appear to have subtle 3-5 mm thick light-dark
layers (e.&, Chimp, Zebra, Ender, and Mini-Matterhorn), that could be sedimentary layers,
volcanicflowbanding

or metamorphicfoliation (Figure 17). Squash (Figure 16) shows large

resistant protruding knobs or lobes separated by lighter color indented. possibly weathered zones
reminiscent of pillow basalts on Earth. where magma freezes in water. although other origins such
as an autobreccia or a sedimentary or volcanic rock or breccias with large clasts are also possible.
Rocks with a bumpy texture (with bumps of a few millimeters across) are common (e.g.. Shark).
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Prince Charming has been suggested to be a conglomerate composed of rounded pebbles with
reflective hemispheric pockets or indentations where pebbles originally embeddedin a finer matrix
have fallen out [Rover Team, 19971. Rocks such as these could be the source of numerous loose
rounded pebbles and

cobbles onthe surface. Alternative origins for these rocks and

textures

include volcanic agglomerates or breccias with wind eroded pits. If the rocks are conglomerates,
they require running water to smooth and round the pebbles and cobbles over long periods
of time.
The rounded materials would then be deposited into a finer grained (sand and clay) matrix and
lithified before being carried to the site. .They support a warmer and wetter past in which liquid
water was stable andthe atmosphere was likely thicker.
Geologic mapsof the region as well as likely transport distancesby the floods do not allow
unambiguous interpretations of the mapped units from which the rocks at the site have been
'carried. Both ridged plains and ancient heavily cratered terrain are located at similar distances near
the mouth of the channel [e.g., Rotro and Tunaka, 19951 and they may underlie and therefore have
been locally eroded to form the channelin the area of the landing site. The simplest explanation is
that the high silica rocks are volumetrically minor volcanic differentiates [McSween et al., this
issue] from the ridged plains, which have been interpreted to be basaltic. If these rocks are
samples of the ancient heavily cratered terrain, they suggest widespread differentiated crust on
Mars, similar to continental crust onthe Earth. If the putative conglomerates and/or other
sedimentary rocks are from the ancient highlands, then they require
an earlier more clement Mars,
which is consistent with some interpretations of erosion of heavily cratered terrain in Viking
images; if they are samples of younger Hesperian-aged terrain. then they may suggest a clement
,

periodrelativelylate in Martianhistory,whichmaybemoredifficulttoexplain.

SurfaceMaterialProperties
Observations of wheel tracks and soil mechanics experiments suggests that a variety of
materials with different physical properties are present at the landing

site [ R o ~ v Teawr,
r
19971.

Rover tracks in bright drift material and others preserve individual cleat marks that are reflective
indicating that they are compressible deposits of very fine-grained dust. This drift material forms
the wind tails and other fine eolian features. suggesting it is the same tine dust that is suspended in
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the atmosphere. Cloddy deposits may be fluvial in origin or due to a combination of processes
[Moore et al., this issue]. After digging holes in these deposits, they appear to be composed of

poorly sorted dust, sand-sized particles, lumps of soil, and small rock granules and pebbles.
These deposits have small cohesions and large angles of internal friction. Measurements of angles
of repose and internal friction by the interaction of these materials with the rover wheels are like
soils on Earth and imply bulk densities near 1.5 g/cm3.

Soil mechanics experiments and imaging

of holes dug in Mermaid Dune (Figure 16) suggests it may be a fluvial feature of poorly sorted
materials with an eolian lag of dark gray sand and rock granules. Intermittent thick coatings of
dust on the rover wheels suggests that the dustbecomeselectrostaticallycharged

when

compressed.

AtmosphereScience
The AS1 measured the density, pressure and temperature during entry, descent and landing,
at Ls of 143" in late northern summer. The upper atmosphere (above 60 km altitude) was on
average 20 K colder than measured by Viking [Schofiefd etal., 1997;Magalhaes et al., this issue];
this appears consistent with seasonal variations and entry at3 A M local solar time (compared with
the warmer upper atmosphere measured by Viking at 4 PM local solar time). Below 60 km,
temperatures were a little higher than Viking above 35 km and fairly similar to those measuredby
Viking below. At 80 km above the surface, the temperature recorded is actually below the C02
condensationtemperature,

which suggestsnighttimecarbondioxidecloudsarepossible

[Magalhnes etal., this issue]. The profile also shows evidence for wave structure, perhaps due to

thermal tides that propagate up through the atmosphere [Mtzgafhaeser of., this issue]. The lower
atmospheric temperatures are consistent with a dusty lower atmosphere [Schofiefdet af., 1997;.
Htrberfe et a f . , this issue] and the measured total opacity of 0.5 from'the surface by the IMP [Smith
and Lemmon, this issue]. At 10 km altitude. a temperature minimum at the base of an elevated

thermal inversion [Magnlhaes et u f . , thisissue: H d w r f e et d . , thisissue]is

colder than the

condensation temperature for a 10 precipitable micron column abundance of water vapor. This
altitude is consistent with the estimated height of ubiquitous early morning whiteto blue water ice
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clouds that appear to sublime away later in the morning [Smith et ul., 1997b; Smith clnd Lemmon,
this issue].
The meteorology measurements show repeatable diurnal and higher order pressure and
temperaturefluctuations

[Schofield et

af.,

19971. Daily pressure fluctuations show strong

semidiurnal oscillations thatis also indicative of a dusty lower atmosphere. The

barometric

minimum was reached at the site near sol 20 indicating the maximum extent of the winter south
polar cap, which is composed of frozen carbon dioxide: Weather systems moved across the lander
late in the mission andare likely eastwardtravelingbarociinic

waves. Dailytemperature

measurements showed a predominantly diurnal cycle (with a 263 K maximum at 2 PM local time
and a 197 K minimum just before sunrise at 1 m altitude). In the morning, however, temperatures
fluctuated abruptly up to 20 K with time and up to 10 K between 0.25 and 1 m height. These
measurements suggest that cold morningair was being warmedby the surface and was convecting
upward in small eddies. Afternoon temperatures, after the atmosphere has been warmed do not
show these variations. Wind speeds were low (<lo d s ) and variable; wind direction was from
the south for most of the night and then rotatedclockwise completely around (through west, north,
and east) returning to south at night due to tidal and upslope and downslope effects. Small scale
vortices were detected repeatedly from mid-morning to mid-afternoon from a pronounced short
pressure drop, with opposite relatively high winds before and after [Schofeld et ai., 19971.
Pathfinder may have imaged them as dusty V-shaped to conical features tens of meters wide and
hundreds of meters high [Metzger etaf., 19981, and the solar powerdropped during the passage of
one, further indicating that they entrain dust and thus may be a means of lifting dust into the
atmosphere.
The sky has been a light yellowish brown color due to dust particles in the atmosphere
(Figure 7 ) . similar to what w& seen by the Viking landers [Mclki et cd., this issue]. The total
opticaldepth,

which was measured by direct observations.of the Sunduring theday

(at

wavelengths of 450, 670. 883. and 989 n m ) and stars at night, was found to be about 0.5 at the
time of landing and increased slowly during the 'mission [Stuith m t l Lemt~zon,this issue]. It was
highest in the early morning, particularly in the blue, and decreased during the day (by up to 0. I ),
consistent with white to blue colored water ice clouds. observed before daybreak, but not lgter in
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the day [Smith et al., 1997b]. Measurements of dust accumulation on a specially designed rover
sensor and a general decrease in solar power on the solar cells is consistent with a 0.2% per day
obscuration due to fall out of dust from the atmosphere [Rover Team, 19971. Filters in the IMP
were used to investigate the 935 nm absorption of water vapor in the atmosphere. Values of 6k4
precipitable microns were found, with someindications

that the water vapor wasmore

concentrated at lower altitudes in the atmosphere [Titov et a f . ,this issue]. The sky brightness
exhibited strong forward scattering anda relatively less red aureole about theSun. Modeling of the
distribution gives a mean cross-section weighted particle radius of around 1.5 microns [Tomasko
et al., this issue; Markiewicz et al., this issue]. The diffuse flux from the sky was strong (up to
50% of the direct flux at solar elevation angles of around 45") and reddens the illumination of the

.surface significantly [Thomas et al., this issue] making thedetermination of the exact photometric
behavior of rocks particularly complicated [Johnson et al., this volume]., Spectra of Phobos and
Deimos were obtained showing these bodies to be similar to red C-type and D-type asteroids
[Thomas etal., this volume; Murchie et al., this volume]. Geometric albedos of 0.065 and 0.068

were found respectively, consistent with previous Viking orbiter observations.

RotationalandOrbitalDynamics
Daily Doppler tracking and less frequent two-way ranging
during communication sessions
between the spacecraft and Deep Space Network antennas have resulted in a solution for the
location of the lander in inertial space and the direction and orientation of the Mars rotation axis
[Folkner et al., 1997bl. Combining this with earlier results from the Viking landers onthe

orientation of the pole of rotation and its change over the past20 years allows the determination of
'the Mars-precession rate (.-7576k35 milliarc secondsof angle per year). The precession rate allows
calculation of the polar moment of inertia (0.3662f0.0017). whichis
hypothesis thatthe

consistent with the

non-hydrostatic component isdue to the Tharsis bulge. The estimated

precession rate and moment of inertia (previously uncertain enough to not yield geophysically

l
this issue]) constrains the radiusof the central metallic core to
useful constraints [Bills m ~ tJwlrs,

-

be greater 1300 km. but no larger than about 2000 km [Folkner e f d.. 1997b3. It also rules out
warm interior models with mantle compositions similar to Earth and cold, highly iron enriched
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mantle models. If the (iron-enriched) Shergottite meteorites are typical of the composition of the
Martian mantle, then it must be warmer than

Earth's (for the same pressure level) and the core

radius must be larger than for other mantle compositions [Folkner et nl., l997bl. The estimated
annual variation in rotation agrees with the expected seasonal mass exchange of carbon dioxide
between the atmosphere and ice caps.

SUMMARY
1 ) Pathfinder landed safely by bouncing over 15 times on one of the rockiest locations of Mars
without suffering any airbag tears or ruptures, thereby successfully demonstrating an extremely
robust and inexpensive landing system that was developed
and-builtin a relatively short period of
time.

2 ) The lander, rover and instruments operatedfor about 3 months and returned 2.3 Gbits of new
information, which allowed addressing seven broad science investigations - geology and
geomorphology of the surface, mineralogy and geochemistry of rocks and soils, physical
properties of surface materials, magnetic properties of airborne dust, atmospheric science and
aerosols, and rotational and orbital dynamics
of Mars.
3) Pathfinder is the best known location on

Mars (located at 19.13'N, 33.22"W

in the USGS

reference frame), having been clearly identified with respect to other features on the surface by
correlating five prominent horizon features and two small cratersin lander images with those in
high-resolution orbiter images andin inertial space from two-way ranging and Doppler tracking.
Comparing the two locations indicates that the USGS cartographic reference frame is displaced
18.15 km to the west and 8.78 km to the north from its inertial location (19.28"N, 33.52"W).
4) Reconstruction of the final landing sequence indicates that the parachutehacksheIlAander was

tilted due to a northwest directed wind and wind shear. which resulted in the lander bouncing
about 1 km to the northwest and initially downhill about 20 m from where the solid rockets fired.
Two anomalously bright spots located in the lander scene are likely the heatshield. which
continued in a ballistic trajectory about 2 k m downrange(westsouthwest).

and the

backshell/parxhute. which stayed nearer to where the rockets fired. Unconnected disturbed soil
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patches in the scene indicate thatthe final few bounces of the lander were from the east-southeast
and were followed by a gentle roll to the west before

coming to rest on the base petal. The

location of the lander away from wherethe solid rockets fired andconsiderations of the exhaust
products used to inflate the airbags and their fate, indicate that the Pathfinder landing system is
one of the cleanest designed leaving the local area essentially contaminant free.

5) Because the lander and rover were solar powered, most real time operations occurred during
the Martian day, which shifted 37 min a day relative to time on the Earth, and involved 24 hr
staffing during the nominal mission.

Scientists and engineers had 3 hours from the end of the

last downlink of a sol to analyze the data that had been returned, assess what had been learned,
determine the actual location of the rover, and revise plans for the subsequent sol, The next 12
hours involved creating the specific lander, rover and instrument sequences, fitting them in a
workable timeline, testing and validating them
on a testbed, and uplinking them to the spacecraft
at the start of the next sol.
6)Theroverexplored

about 200 m2of

the Martian surface in a104m

traverse that

circumnavigated the lander out to a distance of 12 m. It returned 564 images from the forward
black and white stereo and rear color cameras and 16 chemical analyses of rocks and soils. It
also performed 29 soil mechanics experiments and completed about10 technology experiments.
7) The lander imager returned 16,635 images from the

surface of Mars. Six major panoramas

were obtained at various times and image compressions, including nearly lossless multicolor data
fromboththepre-and

post-deployed configuration. It also imaged various other objects

including the wind socks, rover. magnetic, calibration, color. astronomical and miscellaneous
turgets.

8) The vertical structure of the atmosphere from 150 km altitude to the surface was determined
during entry and descent by accelerometer ( 13.340 samples). pressure and temperature

measurements (330 samples each). Surface meteorology measurements (pressure, temperature at
three heights, and wind) were collected during the surface portion of the mission. During the
nominal mission (first 30 sols), meteorology measurements were collected for 3 minutes at half
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hour intervals to characterize daily variations. Fifteen minute and one hour high-frequency ( I ,

0.5 and 0.25 Hz) sampling sessions were interspersed to characterize boundary layer and small
scale fluctuations. During 5 sols, data was collected continuously every 4 s for a complete
Martian day.

9) The rocky surface observed by Pathfinder, the troughs, streamlined hills, and perched and
imbricated rocks are all consistent with its being altered little since formation by catastrophic
floods up to a few billion years ago. Eolian activity may have deflated the surfaceby 5-7 cm and
produced dust tails behind rocks, collected sand into dunes, and grooved and fluted rocks.

-

Remote sensing data at a scale of generally greater .than 1 km and an Earth analog correctly
predicted a rocky plain safe for landing and roving with a variety of rocks deposited by
catastrophic floods that are relatively dust free.
10) Some rocks chemistries have high silica contents similar to anorogenic andesites (or

icelandites) that formed by differentiation of mantle derived melts by fractional crystallization.
Rocks with higher red/blue ratios and lower silica, appear coated by varying amounts of bright
dust, which is richer in sulfur and lower in silica. Rover close-up and lander super resolution
images show rocks with a variety of morphologies, textures and fabrics such as pitted, smooth,
bumpy, layered and lineated, suggesting that a variety of rock types are present at the site.
Rounded pebbles and cobbles on the surface and in some rocks that also have pockets where
pebbles may havebeen,suggest

these rocksmay

be conglomerates(althoughother

interpretations such as volcanic agglomerates or breccias are also possible), which formed in
tluvial environments in which liquid water rounded the clasts and deposited them in a finer sand
and clay matrix. If these rocks are conglomerates the.y support a warmer and wetter past where
,

liquid water was in equilibrium with the environment.
1 I ) A variety of soil-like deposits are found at the site with different colors and textures. Their

compositions are somewhat similar to soil at the

Viking sites, suggesting they are complex

mixtures of weathering products intluenced by globally distributed materials. such as the
airborne Martian dust. Bright dust appears to be deposited from the atmosphere: it is very fine

grained and highly compressible. Other materials at the landing site are poorly sorted, composed
of dust- through pebble-sized grains and may be fluvial in origin or due to a combination of
processes. Airborne dust particles are composite silicates magnetized by a highly magnetic
mineral interpreted to be maghemite; it may have been freeze dried as

a stain or cement from

liquid water that leached iron from crustal materials in an active hydrologic cycle.

12) In general, the atmosphere of Mars was similar to that experienced by Viking. The lower 60
km appears warm and dust rich (total opacity 0.5) with strong semidiurnal pressure oscillations.
The atmosphere above is colder, likely due to the 3 AM local time of entry. Dust particles are
about 1.5 microns in radius and 6+4 precipitable microns of water vapor was measured in the
atmosphere. Water ice clouds appear early in the morning and sublimate away by mid-morning
and surface temperatures in the morning showed large variations with time' and height. Dust
devils (small scale vortices that appear to entrain dust) were detected repeatedly in the early
afternoon when ambient winds were low and appear to have been imaged.
13) Regular two-way ranging and Doppler tracking during communication sessions between the

spacecraft and Deep Space Network antennas have resulted in a solution for the location of the
lander in inertial space and the direction and orientation ofthe Mars rotation axis. When
combined with Viking results 20 years earlier, the Pathfinder data allows the determinationof the

Mars precession rate and themoment of inertia, which constrains the central metallic core to be
between -1300 km and 2000 km in radius. The annual variation in rotation agrees with the
expected seasonal mass exchange of carbon dioxide between the icecaps and atmosphere.
14) Taking all the results together supports an early Mars that may be Earth-like. Some crustal

materials on Mars may be similar tn silica content to continental crust on Earth. The rounded
pebbles. cobbles and the possible conglomerate and the abundant sand- and dust-sized particles
and models for their origin, support a water rich planet

warmer and wetter and liquid water was

in which the early environment was

in equilibrium. perhaps similar to the early Earth. In

contrast. Mars, since the Hesperian (1.5-3.5 Ga), appears to be a very un-Earth like place,
very low erosion rates producing minor changes to the surface at the Pathfinder landing site.

with
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Table I

- MarsPathfinderinstrumentsandInvestigators.

instrument

Description

IMP
(Imager for
Mars
Pathfinder)

A stereo imaging system with color capability
provided by 24 selectable filters for the two camera
channels.IMPalsoincludesamagneticproperties
investigation. the observation of wind direction and
speed at three heights using small wind socks, and
calibration, color and reference targets mounted to the
lander and rover.

APXS

Alpha particle sources and detectors for backscattered alpha particles, protons and x-rays for
determining elemental chemistry of surface materials.

Rover

Semi-autonomous vehicle for navigation, science
investigationsandtechnologydemonstrations
Terraingeometry reconstructiodcharacterization
Soil mechanics and sinkage
Wheelabrasion

-

Material adherence
Thermal characterization
Dead reckoning and imaging sensor performance
Logging and trending vehicle/sensor performance
ASIiMET

Radio
Science

UHF link effectiveness
A set of accelerometers. temperature, pressure and
wind sensors mounted on the lander, providing entry
and descent profile of atmospheric density.
temperature and pressure. and regular meteorology
monitoring.
Two-way radio system for precise measurement of
landerposition.rotationratechanges,precession
rate, moment of inertia. orbital variations and large
asteroid masses.

See affiliation abreviation and position descriptions

investigator
P.Smith/ U. Arizona
D. Britt/ U. Arizona
L. Doose/ U. Arizona
F.Gleiml U. Braunschweig
R. Greeley/ASU
H. U. Kellerl MPAe

J. M.KnudsenMBI
R. Singer/ U. Arizona
L. Soderblom/ USGS
M. Tomasko/ U. Arizona
K.Herkenhoff/JPL
R.Rieder/MPIC
T. Economou/ U. Chicago
H. W%nke/ MPIC
J.Crisp/lPL
J.MatijevidJPL
H. Moore, USGS
L.Mathies,B.Wilcox/JPL
H,Eisen,D.Bickler/JPL
D. Ferguson, J. Kolecki,
S. Stevenson, D. WilVLeRC
G. Landis, L. Oberle, P.
JenkinsiLeRC
H. Eisen. D. Braun, L. C. WedJPL
B.Wilcox,L.Mathies/JPL
A.Mishkin,H.Stone,
A. ThompsodJPL
L. Van Nieuwstad. H. Stone/JPL
J. T. SchofieWJPL
J. BarnesIOregon State U.
D.Crisp/JPL
J. MagalhBes/ARCJ..Murphy/ARC
G. Wilson/ArizonaStateU.
W.Folkner/JPL

in Table 2. TE-TechnologyExperimenters.
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Position

PI
co-I
co-I
co-I
co-I
co-I
co-I
co-I
co-I
co-I
IS

PI
co-I
co-I
IS, ARS
TL
RS
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TL. IS
FIST
FIST
FIST
FIST
FIST
PS

f

3

tt

I

-

Table 3: Downlink Data Volumes Total by APID
APID
I
Engineering.
Housekeeping,
Accountability
and
2
Engineering.
Housekeeping,
and
Accountability
Recorded

36

IMP error I m a w

37
-;s

MMFT Data
Izntr\. Desccnt.Landing:SciencefromEEPROM
Entr!. Desccnt.Landing: Full EngineeringDataset
Science Image. Type 4
Flight Sotinarc. Event Loe: Warning
Flight Solhare Event Log: Info
I'otal I)o\\nlinl;cd Data Mission

39
-10
-11
-13

Bytes

1329
362
I9947
49

I 7 7 2 9 I06
22-1 IS

68603
70630344'
I90302

3131I I

-
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d

Table 4

hliscellaneous (dust devil search, change
252
monitoring, deep field test, Yogi photometry,
fiducial marks)
Dark frames, darWnull strips
26 (cruise), 220
Total
26 (cruise)
16,635 (surface)
16,661total images
Thenumber of images byobservation sequence name, which
controlleddownlinkallocation.
Note that someobservation
sequences produced images that can be categorized into more than
one group.
'

~
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Table 5
IMP Panorama Table
~~

~

I

i

Observation

Descriptiona

Horizontal
Angular
Coverage
(degrees)

Observation Time

145

140

Sol 1 Morning

139

Red=220
IR=360

Sol 1 Morning

Number of
Images

F'irst Look Panoramab

-

R440( 12: I ,2x2)=32
R670(24: 1 , l x I)= 19
RL670( 12: 1,1 x 1)=26
R670(80:l,lxl)=15
R530( 12:1,2x2)=32
R440(q=09,2x2)=07
R670(q=15,1x1)=07
R53O(q=09,2x2)=07

Predeploy Red/IR Panorama

~~

11mrance Panorama

h4onster Panorama

-

RL440(los,lxl)=84
R530(los,lxl)=84
R600(los,lx1)=84
R750(los,lx1)=84

420

3 60

R440(6: 1,2x2)=50
R530(6: 1,2x2)=50
RL670(6: 1,l x I)= 195
R750(6: 1,2x2)=50
R965(6: 1,2x2)=50

395

360

Sol 2 Afternoon

Sol 3 various

R440(6:1,1x I)= 132
495
360
Sol 9, I0,ll morning
RJ40(q=65,1 x 1)=33
R530(6:l,lxl)=132
RSO(q=65,1x1)=33
R670(6:l,lxl)=132
R670(q=65,1x1)=33
RL44O(los,lx1)=119c
Various
360
Super Panorama
1785d
RJSO(2: 1, lx I)= 1 19
R530(2:l,lxl)=119
R600(2:l,lxl)=119
RL670(los,lxl)=l19
R750(2:l,Ixl)=l19
L800(3:l,lxl)=I 19
LS60(7:l,lxl)=I 19
L900(3:l,lxl)=119
R930(2:l,lxl)=I 19
RL965(2:1.1x1)=119
L1000(2:l.lxl)=I 19
a key: exxx(comp. pa)=n, where e=(R)ight or (L)eft eye, xxx = wavelength (nm) . comp = compression
ratio, pa = pixel averaging size.and n = numberofimages.(q
= qualityfactor)and 10s = lossless
compression (Rice). Camera is i n the pre-deployed state for observations made before sol 3 .
Giallery Panorama

-

-

b also called blission ~ u c c e s sI'anorma

compression in Rl.110 hc+m

;IS

2 : l J I W i and \$as later changed l o lossless duringacquisition

includss only conlplete ctlhcs
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Table 6. Summary of roveroperations,images,APXSan'alyses(A-),soilmechanicsexperiment
technology experiments (T-), and wheel abrasion experiments (W-).

(S-),

Sol # Rover Activities

Sol 1: Landing, APXS background (A-I)
Sol 2: SVP X=-0.444, Y=-0.869, H=155.00;
(X=1.89, Y=-1.95, Z = 0.31)

ramp deployment, rover deployment, egress, APXS deploy (A-2)

Sol 3: SVP X=1.587, Y=-1.784, H=150.99; RC image of APXS site; soil mechanics experiment using LF wheel,
reverse 114 turn (S-I) (X=1.49, Y=-l.49, Z=0.37); RF compressed image of tracks and lander; place
APXS on Barnacle Bill (A-3) (X=l.30, Y=-2.45, Z=O. 18)

Sol 4: SVP X=1.515, Y=-1.980, H=68.42; retract APXS; wheel abrasionexperiment 2 spins (W-I) (X=1.41, Y=1.71, X=0.034); rover operations, no load current, LF wheel; pop a wheelie (T-I) (X=l.76, Y=-l.81,
Z=0.34); soil mechanics using RR and right front wheels 3/4 turn (S-2) (X=2.79, Y=-2.52, Z=0.28);
wheel abrasion experiment, 7 spins (W-2) (X=3.26, Y =-2.45,2=0.24); LF and RF mapping images of
Yogi base; APXS deployment (A-4) (X=2.79, Y=-2.64, Z=0.28)

Sal 5: SVP X=3.277,Y=-2.690,H=6.82;
APXS retract; RC images ofAPXSsite(A-4);wheelabrasion
experiment. 7 spins (W-3) (X=3.26, Y =-2.45, Z=0.24); LF and RF images of Yogi, tracks, and wheel
trench; LF and RF images of lander, tracks, and backsides of rocks; APXS deploy (A5) (X=3.29, Y=2.48, Z- 0.28); RC images of APXS deployed

Sol 6: SVP X=2.990, Y=-2.745, H=188.27; RC image of Yogi; position APXS on Yogi; RC image of Yogi; LF
and RF camera images of Cradle, tracks, and backsides of rocks
Sol 7: SVP X=4.341, Y=-3.278, H=201.00; RC

image of APXS

Sol 8: SVP X=4.341, Y=-3.278, H=201.00; LF camera images of Cradle, tracks, and backsides of rocks: APXS
deploy; RC image of Yogi: RC image of APXS site
Sol 9: No activities. No change in vehicle position.

sol 10: SVP X=3.633, Y=-3.647, H=:!16.36; electronics noise test of APXS (A-6); position APXS on Yogi (A-7)
(X=4.58, Y=-2.91, Z=-0.18); RC image of APXS site; LF and RF camera images of rocks and tracks
to west

Sol 1 1 : SVP X=4.335, Y=-3.242. H=205.25; end APXS read (A-7)
Sol 12: SVP X=4.335. Y=-3.242.H=205.25;wheelabrasionexperiment,7spins
and RF camera images of rocks to the east

(W-4) (X-7.67. Y--l.l-l): LF

Sol 13: SVPX=2.804, Y=-1.125. H=71.70:soilmechanicsexperimentusingboth
wheels in cloddysoillike
deposit (S-3) (X=3.26. Y=-l.33. Z=0.29); soil mechanics experiment using RR wheel
on Cabbage
Patch (S-4) (X=3.30. Y=O.O4, Z=O.30): LF and RF camera images of Scooby Doo and Casper and
mapping images of tailings of deposits of Cabbage Patch; RC image ofCasper
Sol 14: SVP X=3.578. Y=0.384. H=255.00: wheel abrasion experiment. 7 spins (W-5) (X=3.58, Y=O.3S): deploy
APXS on Scooby Doo (A-8) (X=2.85. Y=l.l3, Z=O.32); LF and RF cameraimages of Casper.
Shaggy. and tracks; RC images of Scooby Doo; begin APXS readings on Scooby Doo (A-8)
Sol 15: SVP X=3.273, Y=1.028. H=337.76; RC images of Scooby Doo. soil mechanics experiment and test for
crust or rock using li-l turn of R R wheel on Scooby Doo (S-5); strip surface of Scooby Doo and drawbarpull (S-5) (X=3.08. Y = l . 15. Z=0.28); RC images of Scooby Doo; deploy APXS on distubed
surface (A-9) (X=3.08. Y=l.32, Z=0.28): LF and RF camera images of Yogi
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Sol 16: No downlink, no change in position
Sol 17: No activities, no change in position

Sol 18: SVP X=3.240, Y=0.955, H=294.00; retract APXS; soil mechanics experiment using LF wheel in Cabbage
Patch, full reversespin(S-6)(X=2.55,Y=0.04,Z=0.32);
LF andRFcameramappingimagesof
tailings of deposits of Cabbage Patch; soil mechanics experiment using LF wheel south of Yogi, full
reversespin (S-7) (X=2.55, Y=-1.23, Z=O.20);LF and RF camera mapping images of tailings of
deposits south of Yogi; wheel abrasion experiment, 7 spins (W-6) (=2.92, Y=0.85); RC image of
APXS site

Sol 19: No change in position
Sol 20: SVP X=2.856, Y=-0.711, H=191.84; no load wheel current, left front wheel, one f u l l turn on left center
wheel (pop a wheelie, T-2) (X=2.54, Y=-0.56,2=0.33); LF image of wheel; end no load wheel current
(pop a wheelie); begin APXS deploy on soil near Lamb (A-IO) (X=3.74, Y=-0.43, Z=0.28); RC image
of APXS site

Sol 21: SVP X=3.452, Y=-0.692, H=299.00; retract APXS; soil mechanics, LR wheel, 1 1/2 turns (S-8) (X=3.45,
Y=-0.69); no load wheel current, LF wheel,
314 turn on left center wheel (pop a wheelie
T-3); LF
camera image of LF wheel during test; LF and RF camera images toward Yogi; LF and RF camera
images looking toward Souffle; LF and RF camera images looking toward Souffle;RC image of Souffle;
Wheel abrasion experiment, 7 spins (W-7)-(X=3.15, Y=-2.56)
Sol 22: SVP X=3.318, Y=-2.602, H=65.63; deploy
APXS; Start APXS (A-I 1)

APXS (A-1 1 ) (X- 3.00, Y"3.60);

RC image of deployed

Sol 23: Retract APXS (APXS missed Souffle); soil mechanics, RF wheel, reverse, one turn (S-9) (X=3.42, Y=l.lI,
Z=0.23); LF and RF camera images of soil mechanics trench; LF and RF camera images along
H=50.00; wheel abrasion experiment (W-8) (X=2.43, Y=2.74, Z=O.lO)

Sol 24: SVP X=2.694, Y=2.603, H=71.50; LF and RF camera images to south; aborted soil mechanics; LF and
RF camera images of surface detail; LF and RF camera images
of lander; APXS noise tests (Al2.13,14)
Sol 25: SVP X=0.542, Y=3.750, H=270.00
Sol 26: SVP X=0.626, Y=3.837, H=46.0; LF and RF camera images of Mini-Matterhorn and lander; LF and
camera images of Pooh Bear, Squash, Mermaid, "pebbly" surface. and drift

RF

Sol27: SVP X=-2.334, Y=4.386,H=197.00;LFcameraimageofLFwheelandpoorlysorteddeposit;soil
mechanics experiment, RR wheel one-half turns forward
(S-IO) (X=-2.43, Y=4.42, Z=0.25); soil
mechanics experiment,RR wheel one-half turns forward (S-l 1 ) (X=-2.89, Y=4.21,Z=0.3 I); LF and RF
camera images of lander and Squash; RC image of Mermaid
Sol 28: SVP X=-5.423, Y=2.847, H=354.24: wheel abrasion experiment. R R wheel forward 0.3 turns, RF wheel
backward 0.3 turns, and spin right center wheel (W-9)(and
T-4) ( X 4 . 3 9 . Y=2.94, Z-0.50); wheel
abrasion. RR wheel backward 1.2 turns. RF wheel forward; deploy APXS to surface of Mermaid dune
(A-15) (X=-5.87, Y=2.80. Z=0.52)

Sol 19: SVP X=-5.612..'Y=2.847. H=358.20; begin APXSretraction;soilmechanicsexperiment.
L R wheel
forward one and one-half turns ( S 12) (X=-5.64, Y=2.55,Z=O.5 I); soil mechanics experiment, RF wheel
backward one turn (S-12) (X=-5.65, Y=2.96. Z=0.52); soil mechanics experiment. LR wheel forward
one and one-half turns (SI?) (X=-6.17, Y=2.52. Z=O.54); LF and RF camera images of excavation in
blemaid dune; LF and RF camera images of lander. tracks, and Squash; LF and RF camera images of
lander. Rover tracks and Squash
Sol 30: No change in vehicle position
Sol 3 I : No change in vehicle position
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Sol 32: SVP X=-6.024, Y=2.778, H=4.90; LF and RF camera images of Squid and Hassock; LF and RF camera
images of entrance to Bookshelf; soil mechanics Experiment,
RR wheel, forward one and one-half turns
(S- 13) ( X 4 . 5 6 , Y=0.09, Z=197.0);
Sol 33: SVP X=-8.562, Y=0.091, H=197.00; LF and RF camera images of lower rock garden; LF and RF camera
images of Ender, Hassock, and lander
Sol 34: No activities, no change in vehicle position

Sol 35: SVP X=-5.907, Y=-0.062, H=341.22; LF and RF images of lander; LF and RF mosaic images of Wedge
and Flat Top

Sol 36: SVP X=-3.498, Y=-O.885, H=91.95; LF and RF imagesofEnder,Chimp,andSnoopy;LFand
mosaic images of Ender, Chimp, and Snoopy

RF

Sol 37: SVP X=-3.448, Y=-0.837, H=178.30; deploy APXS; final APXS positioning (A-16) (X=-3.79, Y=-1.31,
Z=O. 12); RC mosaic image of APXS Wedge; LF andRF full mosaic images looking toward lander
Sol 38: No change in vehicle position

Sol 39: SVP X=-3.419, Y=-0.973, Hz45.67; begin APXS retraction; wheel abrasion experiment; tare
for right
center wheel, wheelie (T-5), RR wheel forward 0.3 turns, front wheel backwards 0.3 turns, and spin
right wheel (W-10); soil mechanics experiment; tare for RF wheel, pop-a-wheelie (T-6), right center
wheel forward 0.75 turns,RF wheel forward 1 .O and backwards 1.0 turns, right center wtieel backward
0.75 turns (X-3.35, Y"0.90)
Sol 40: SVP X=-3.398, Y=-0.862, Hz342.00; LF and
mosaic images of Shark

RF mosaic images of entrance to rock garden; LF and RF

Sol 41: SVP X=-3.398, Y=-0.862, Hz342.00; LF camera image of Shark, Flat Top, and lander

Sol 42: SVP X=-3.166, Y=-1.033, H=301.04; LF and
mosaic images of Wedge and Hassock

RF mosaic images of Flat Top and Stimpy; LF and RF

Sol 43: SVP X=-2.996, Y=-1.858, H=149.36
Sol 44: No change in vehicle position
Sol 45: SVP X=-3.791, Y=-1.987, H=184.74
Sol 46: No change in vehicle position, no activities
Sol 47: SVP X=-3.696, Y=-1.955, H=184.00

Sol 48: No change in vehicle position. no activities
Sol 19: SVP X=-4.159. Y=-2.077, H=197.3 I ; RC mosaic image lost; LF and RF camera mosaic images of Shark
Sol 50: No change in vehicle position
Sol 5 1 : No uplink or downlink; no change in vehicle position
sol 52: s v p x=-j.;jo. Y=-2.892, H=j4.90; deploy APXS (A- 17); RC mosaic of Shark: start APXS analysis
Shark (A-17) (X=- 5.56. Y=-3.25, Z=-O.X)

Of

Sol 53: SVP X=-3.398. Y=-0.86'7. H=342.00: retract APXS (A- 17); wheel abrasion experiment (W- I I ) (and T-7)
(X--5. I I , Y--2.l5): RC mosaic of Half Dome
Sol 54: SVP X=-4.934. Y=-3.718. H=93.17; turn and deploy APXS; RC mosaic of Half Dome; start 1st APXS
analysis of Half Dome (A-IS) (X=-J.81. Y=-3.81,z=-0.54)
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sol 56: SVP x=-4.934, Y=-3.718, H=73.00; rover battery dies in early morning; retract APXS; deploy APXS; RC
mosaic of Half Dome; start 2nd APXS analysis of Half Dome (A-19) (X=-4.82, Y=-4.13,Z=-0.59)

Sol 57: Vehicle position unchanged, no rover uplink
Sol 58: Vehicle position unchanged; continue 2nd APXS analysisof Half Dome (A-19)
Sol 59: Vehicle position unchanged, no rover downlink

Sol 60: Vehicle position unchanged; retracted APXSthen deployed it to same location
Sol 61: Vehicle position unchanged
Sol 62: Vehicle position unchanged; continue 2nd APXS analysis
of Half Dome (A-19)

Sol 63: Vehicle position unchanged; continue 2nd APXS analysis
of Half Dome (A-19)
Sol 64: SVP X=-4.896, Y=-3.833, H=87.49; complete 2nd APXS analysis of Half Dome (A-19); retract APXS;
deploy APXS; RC mosaic of Moe; start APXS analysisof Moe (A-20)(X=-4.20, y=-4.1o,Z=-O.38)
Sol 65: Vehicle position unchanged; APXS analysisof Moe (A-20)

Sol 66: SVPX=-4.381,Y=-3.693,H=130.08;retractAPXS;deployAPXS;RCmosaicofMoe;APXS
measurement of atmosphere (A-21)
Sol 67: SVP X=-4.394, Y=-3.677, H=130.00; retract APXS; deploy APXS; RC mosaic of Stimpy; rover climbed
Stimpy so that APXS sampled air (A-22)
Sol 68: SVP X=-3.838,Y=-3.663, Hz140.33; retract APXS; RC mosaic image of APXS on Stimpy; deploy
APXS; start APXS analysis of Stimpy (A-23)-X=- 3.48,Y=-3.86, 2=-0.43

Sol 69: Vehicle position unchanged; continue analysisof Stimpy
Sol 70: SVP X=-3.683, Y=-3.534, H=137.50; retract APXS (from A-23); soil mechanics experiment for tare (no
load current) because rover climbed Stimpy and wheel appeared to be above surface; LR wheel 1.0
turns forward and then 1.0 turns backward (T-8); LF and RF camera mosaic images of Moe; LF and RF
camera mosaic imagesof Stimpy
Sol 71: SVP X=-4.240,Y=-3.770.H=219.00;LFand
mosaic images of Shark

RF cameraimages of HalfDome;LFand

RF camera

Sol 73: SVP X=-4.792. Y=-2.625, H=l34.00; LF and RF images of surface; LF and RF camera mosaic images of
Chimp

Sol 73: Vehicle position unchanged. no uplink or downlink
Sol 74: SVPX=-8.933. Y=-1.566..H=254.91; closeupimagingofChimp;twoRFimagesofChimp;soil
mechanics experiment;RR wheel 1.5 turns forward ( S - I4)'(X=- I 1.50, Y=-3.0 I )

Sol 75: SVP X=-I 1.502. Y=-3.006, H=302.43; LF and RF camera images of swale area and North Peak: LF and
RF camera images ofwest swale area
Sol 76: SVP X=-I 1.325. Y=-3.087. H-13 1.04; LF and RF camera images of west swale area: LF and RF camera
images ofl'win Peaks; deploy APXS; RC image of APXS in atmosphere; APXS of atmosphere (A-24)

Sol 77: SVP X=-9.557, Y=-I ,543, H=15.00: APXS of atmosphere (A-24); deploy APXS; RC image of APXS site;
APXS ofatmosphere (A-25)
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Sol 78: SVP X=-9.369, Y=-2.20, H=24.00; APXS of atmosphere (A-25): deploy APXS; RC image of APXS in air
above Chimp; APXSof atmosphere (A-26)

Sol 79: SVP X 4 . 8 6 5 , Y=-2.108, H=65.10; APXS of atmosphere (A-26); position APXS; RC image of APXS on
Chimp; APXS of Chimp (A-27) (X=-9.03,Y=- 2.59, Z=-0.07)
Sol 80: Vehicle position unchanged; APXS ofChimp (A-27)
Sol 81: Vehicle position unchanged; APXS of Chimp (A-27); RC image of APXS on Chimp
Sol 82: APXS of Chimp (A-27)

Sol 83: Vehicle position unchanged, partial downlink
Standard soil mechanics experiments include three rear and three front camera images. RC = rear color, RF = right
front, LF = left front, RR = right rear, LR = left rear. X, Y , and Z values give the center position of the rover or
APXS target in meters, in the Mars Local Level coordinate frame. X is north, Y is east, and Z is down (also in m),
with origin in the center of the lander baseplate. H is the heading of the rover in degrees (0 is North, 90 is East).
SVP = Set Vehicle Position command uplinked to the rover (actual position
at beginning of sol and end of previous
operational sol, measured from I M P stereo pair imagesof the rover).
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Table 7. APXS measurements.
APXS
Measurement
initial
start
meas.time
and final stoptime
number (LocalTrueSolarTime)

-

Integrated SpectraTarget
meas. accum.
time (hr) time (hr)

Comments

A- 1

Sol 1 07117 Sol 2 09:58

2.8

.9

atmos. Rover on lander, background calibration

A-2

Sol 2 14:53 - Sol 3 1O:OO

19.6

5.9

soil

Near end of ramp. APXS deployment
mechanism not quite touching the ground

A-3

Sol 3 15:OO - Sol 4 07:Ol

16.5

3.6

rock

Barnacle Bill

A-4

Sol 4 16~59- Sol 5 01:32

8.8

8.1

soil

Soil 3 m from Yogi

A-5

Sol 5 16:Ol Sol 6 06:55

-

15.3

9.2

soil

Soil 2 rn from Yogi

Ad

Sol 10 09:Ol

- Sol 10 09140

0.7

0.1

atmos. "Electronics noise test; no other rover activities
during APXS measurement"

A-7

Sol I O 14: 17 Sol 11 0 2 ~ 3 7

12.7

5.7

rock

Yogi

A-8

Sol 1414103

13.2

5.7

soil

Scooby Doo

A-9

Sol 15 14:04

- Sol 15 02155
- Sol 16 03:15

8.6

7.7

soil

Disturbed soil next to Scooby Doo. APXS
deployment mechanism a few cm above the ground

A-10

Sol 20 14:03 - Sol 21 02:59

8.3

7.0

soil

Dark soil next to Lamb

A-1 1

Sol 22 15:23 Sol 23 02:40

-

11.6

4.8

atmos. APXS didn't land on rock, measured atmosphere
above Souffle instead

A-12

Sol 24 I7:07

- Sol 24 17: 17

0.2

0.1

atmos. Electronics noise test while APXS is running on
shared solar panel and battery power

A-I3

Sol 2418:Ol

- Sol 24

18:12

0.2

0.1

atmos. Electronics noise test while APXSis running on
banery power

A- I4

Sol 25 00:06 - Sol 25 00116

0.2

0.1

atmos. Electronics noise test at night with the rover CPU
turned on

A-15

Sol 28 IJ:05 - Sol 29 02:44

8.0

5.3

soi I

Mermaid dune

A-16

Sol 37 I4:07

- Sol 38 03:Oj

8.2

6.5

rock

Wedge

A- I7

8.0

7.0

rock

Shark

7.2

5.9

rock

Half Dome

A-I9

Sol 55 I4:06 - Sol 56 00:05
Sol 58 1208 - Sol 64 10:45

12.6

8.9

rock

Half Dome, another location. Rover battery died
Sol 56 and it took several days to recover

A-20

Sol 64 12104 - Sol 66 10340

10.3

6.5

rock

Mot:

A-2 I

Sol 66 i2:04 - Sol 67 IO:32

5.2

3.0

atmos.

A-22

Sol 68 12:05 - Sol 70 10:47

4.0

2.0

atmos.

9.5

4.9

rock

A-18

A-23

Sol 52 14: 18 Sol 53 03:05

Sol 67 12:04 Sol 68 09:32

Stimpy

-

A-24

Sol 76 12:09 Sol 77 09:06
atmos.
0.5
2.7

A-25

Sol 77 12108 - Sol 78 09106

A-26

Sol 78 12~03- Sol 79 IO:4.6
2.6
I7

A-27

Sol 79 12108- Sol 09:47
82

3.0
0.8
atmos.
atmos.

I 1.1

rock

6.3

Chimp

meas.=measurement, accum.=accumulation. Integrated measurement time is usually less than the measurement final
stop time minus the initial starttime, because the integrated time does not includequiet periods when the APXS was
powered off. TheAPXSspectra
accumulation time is embedded in the APXS spectraldatafiles.and
is lessthan
integrated time because it includes detector dead time and electronics readiness. Measurement targets
were either rock.
soil, or atmosphere.

FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1) Launch of the Mars Pathfinder spacecraft at 1 5 8 AM EST on December 4, 1997 from
Cape Canaveral Air Station, Florida. Figure shows a time lapse sequence including main
rocket ignition,. burnout and jettisoning of the three ground-lit solid rockets, burnout and
jettisoning of the three air-lit solid rockets, and "flyby" of Mars and the Moon. Composite of
home video obtained and created by T. Parker, JPL, from Jetty Park, Florida.
Figure 2) Exploded view of Mars Pathfinder flight system, showing back-pack-style cruise stage,
backshell with three solid rockets, tetrahedral lander, and aeroshell (heatshield). Diameter of
spacecraft is 2.65 m.
Figure 3) Cruise trajectory flown by the Mars Pathfinder spacecraft showing location of the Earth
and Mars at launch and landing and at one month intervals, and the 4 trajectory correction
maneuvers.
Figure 4) Diagram illustrating Mars Pathfinder entry, descent, and landing. Details provided in
text.
Figure 5) Mosaic of Ares Vallis showing different landingellipses, with color insert of the Chryse
Planitia region of Mars that shows the outflow channels. The large blue ellipse ( 1 0 0 by 200
km) to the northwest is an

ellipse in the USGS cartographic reference frame (the latitude and

longitude shown in this.figure) designed to avoid streamlined islands to the south and east,
craters to the north, and etched terrain to the'west (this ellipse is shown in the color insert).
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The large yellow ellipse (100 by 200 km) displaced towards the southeast (by 19.82 km in
longitude and. 1 I .54 km in latitude) is the navigation target ellipse in the revised local
cartographic reference frame [Duxbury, 19951. The elongate light blue ellipse (98 km by 19

km) is the navigation prediction as of late July 3rd and early July

4th; it includes part of the

streamlined island in the southwest. The smallest (gold) ellipse (15 by 8 km) is the prediction
from tracking through atmospheric entry. The second smallest, pink ellipse (41 by 15 km),
which encloses the smallest ellipse (and the locationof the lander), is the navigation resultwith
dispersions added for atmospheric entry and descent. The blue X is the location of the lander
with respect to surface features identified in Viking orbiter images (located at 19.13'N,

33.22"W in the USGS reference frame). The location of the lander in inertial space from the
two-way ranging and Doppler tracking of the lander is 19.28'N, 33.52'W. If
-

the location of

the lander in inertial space is the same as its location with respect to surface features, then the

USGS cartographic network is displaced 18.15 km to the west and 8.78 km to the north of the
inertial frame, and the local cartographic network is displaced 2.76 km to the south and 1.67

km to the east (3.17 km to the south southeast). Color mosaic is part of the

Oxia Palus

Quadrangle (MC 11) of Mars; black and white mosaic from Viking orbiter images of 38
mlpixel resolution; north isat the top.
Figure 6) a) Location of lander (MPF),in Viking Orbiter images and distances to Big Crater, Far
Knob, Southeast Knob, Twin Peaks, and North Knob.

b) Close up of location of lander in

orbiter images showing Twin Peaks, Big Crater, Rimshot Crater, backshell and heat shield
locations. Reconstructions indicate that the solid rockets fired near (or just downrange
where the backshell is located and the

00

heatshield was carried in a ballistic path about 2 km

downrange (west southwest). Winds from the southeast and windshear resulted in the lander
bouncing downhill towards the northwest. Mosaic compiled by co-adding and co-registering
Viking stereo images 004A27 and 004A87 and 004A44 and 004A70 to produce a "super
resolution" image of the landing site. North is up.
Figure 7) Panorama of the Martian surface with dark rocks. bright

dust, and light yellowish

brown sky at Ares Vallis taken by the IMP on sol I ; the rover is still stowed on the lander
petal. Airbag inhibited deployment of the rover ramps (the gold, silver edged cylinders at
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either end ofthe rover), and required the petal

to be raised and the

airbags to be further

retracted, prior to rover egress on sol 2. Twin Peaks in the background are ab0u.t 1 km to the
west southwest and contributed to rapid location of the landerin Viking orbiter images. Notice
large imbricated or inclined, rocks (Shark, Half Dome and Moe) in the Rock Garden. Color
mosaic is made of 24: 1 compressed red filter and 48: 1 green and blue images.
Figure 8) Manual Super Resolution panorama of Big Crater, about 2.2 km south-southeast of the
lander, with Rimshot Crater visible on the lander facing rim of Big Crater (bright patch on
center of rim). Note Far Knob to the right (south) and Southeast Knob to the left of Big
Crater. See Figure 6 for orbiter views of these features. Cropped from 5-frame mosaic of
Super Panorama images processed to discriminate features at the sub-pixel scale.
Figure 9) Portion of manual Super Resolution frame showing the summit ofNorth

Knob

protruding above the relatively-nearby northern horizon. North Knob lies about 1.7 km north
of the .lander. It subtends only 7" of azimuth from the lander perspective, but its base should
subtend 22" from where the landeris in the Viking Orbiter images, confirming that much
of it is
hidden from view. Cropped from a single Super Panorama frame processed to discriminate
features at the sub-pixel scale.
Figure 10) Portion of manual Super Resolution frame showing Little Craterto the east-southeast of
the lander. This crater is on the order of 100 m in diameter and 1.2 km from the spacecraft.
Cropped from a single Super Panorama frame processed to discriminate features at the subpixel scale.
Figure 1 1 ) Super Resolution blue-filter frame of the northern (left) edge of the rim of Big Crater
and the terrain

in the foreground, in which an anomalously bright spot was first identified

(azimuth of 137O, 2" below horizontal). This spot, covering 2 or three pixels, is brighter in the
blue and green filters than anything else in the scene, including the sky, and may be the white
outside of the spacecraft's backshell. jettisoned uprange and to the southeast of where the
lander vehicle came to rest. The bluish/grayish white parachute cannot be separately resolved.
but it could be draped over the backshell or be on the ground. This spot is about 1.2 km from

the lander. Cropped from a single Super Resolution frame comprised of 25 repeat blue-filter
frames acquired specifically for super resolution processing [Stoker rt d . , this issue].
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Figure 12) Portion of manual Super Resolution frame showing a second anomalously bright spot

(in center of image, just below the horizon) to the southwest of the lander (azimuth of 208O, 0"
elevation). This spot is only one pixel or less in size, but, like the first spot, is brighter in the
blue and green filters than the surrounding terrain, excluding the sky and glints off rocks near
the lander. It maybethe

inside reflective surface ofthe

heatshield, jettisoned after the

parachute was deployed, but which should have traveled further downrange (to the southwest)
of the landing site. The distance to thisspot is difficult to determine, but it's probably about 2
km from the lander. Cropped from a single Super Panorama frame processed to discriminate
features at sub-pixel scale.
Figure 13) Soils disturbed during the last few bounces as the spacecraft approached its final
position and subsequently, as the airbags were retracted, appear darker than the surrounding
undisturbed soils. The soil darkening suggests a substrate beneath a very thin, relatively bright
surface layer, that is darker than the surface, or that roughening of the soil surface reduces its
reflectivity. Airbag retraction marks show as shallow trenches carved by pebbles that were
snagged bythe airbags. These are found fairly close to the lander. The last airbag bounce
marks are roughly circular in shape (foreshortened into ellipses), and are labeled B. The
farthest of these, at upper left, is up to 15 m away from the lander. Beyond this point, the
surface dips into a broad swale, making positive identification of bounce marks farther from
the spacecraft difficult. Pointed rock at edge of petal is Mini-Matterhorn. Accelerometer data
indicate the lander tilted 20" in its direction and almost rolled over during airbag retraction,
likely due to the airbags momentarily being snagged on the rock. Image cropped from the
Gallery Panorama.
Figure 14) Additional disturbed soil surfaces tothe southwest ofthe lander, defining an arc
centered on the rover petal. The arc

is expressed as darkened patches of soil and displaced

rocks (labeled R) in the foreground of the Rock Garden. The airbag-encased lander appears to
have rolled gently up and back down the slight rise into the Rock Garden. Note Twin Peaks
on the horizon. Image cropped from the Gallery Panorama.
Figure 15) Map showing rover traverse and other activities at thelanding site. a) Azimuthelevation projection (looking down at the center and progressively towards the horizon with
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distance from the lander) of the Gallery Panorama of the landing site with the rover traverse
shown in white. Rover is adjacent to Yogi in the mosaic. Sols marked are from the end of day
images of the rover. North is toward the top, with azimuths (0"-360") mentioned in the text
increasing in a clockwise direction. b) In Mars local-level coordinate frame, the lander and
rover ramps are shown schematically at the x=O, y=O center point of the x, y reference frame
marked in meters (north is toward the top, in the plus x direction). Black lines show the rover
traverse as a plot of the rover's estimated center positions. Gaps in curves are due to dead
reckoning errors that built up during each drive. At the end of almost every day, the rover
engineers reevaluated the rover position usingIMP stereo images of the rover and uplinked a
command to reset its position the next morning. The rover exited off the rear ramp towards the
northwest and proceeded around the lander in a clockwise direction. Rocks with APXS
.

measurements are shown as black ovals, with the rock name, and the APXS measurement
number (A-2 to A-27). Soil APXS measurements are marked by black

triangles with the

APXS measurement number. Other rocks are noted by small crosses. Open boxes are
locations of soil mechanics experiments. The location of the rover on beginning of some sols
is marked (note differences with Figure 15a, which reflects endof day locations). Daily rover
operations can be found in Table 6 and A P X S measurements can be found in Table 7.
Figure 16) Color lander image of rover, facing towards the lander, on Mermaid Dune on sol 30.
Mermaid Dune is covered by dark (gray) soil. Note the dark rocks, bright dust, disturbed soil
exposed in rover tracks, as well as the dark soil. Note protruding lobes of the rock, Squash at
the lower left of image. which resembles pillow basalts or autobreccias. Image compiled by
co-adding two end-of day rover IMP sequences to sharpen surface detail around the rover and
reduce compression noise.
Figure 17) Image of lander on Mars taken from rover left front
the lattice mast) is looking

camera on sol 33. The IMP (on

at the rover. Airbags are prominent and the meteorology mast is

shown to the right. Lowermost rockis Ender, with Yogionthe
Notice the rough. nubby or bumpy texture of Ender. which could be

other side ofthe

lander.

due to clasts within the

rock or the result of chemical or eolian weathering of the rock. JPL logo is visible on the side
of the electronics box, adjacent to the American flag.
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